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Abstract:
This thesis investigates the elimination of continuous variables used, in classification or discrimination
when the vector data consists of mixed binary, and continuous variables. The location model which is
used associates a unique pattern of the binary variables with a multinomial cell and assumes a
conditional multivariate normal distribution for the continuous variables in each cell.

Two types of elimination are examined — removal of continuous variables within a cell and global
removal of continuous variables over all cells. For each type in the case of parameters known, the
minimum expected loss for the remaining variables forms the criterion for determining which variables
are to be eliminated. With parameters unknown, an estimate of the actual expected loss is used.

With cell-wise elimination, a method is presented which identifies the variables to be eliminated
without necessarily calculating the expected loss or the estimated actual expected loss. For global
elimination, two methods are considered. The first determines the exact variables to be eliminated
whereas the second method considers four techniques which are computationally simple but estimate
those variables to be removed. In the latter case, a study is undertaken to assess the performance of the
technique in determining the continuous variables to be eliminated. 
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ABSTRACT

This thesis investigates the elimination of continuous 
variables used, in classification or discrimination when the 
vector data consists of mixed binary, and continuous vari
ables. The location model which is used associates a 
unique pattern of the binary variables with a multinomial 
cell and assumes a conditional multivariate normal distri
bution for the continuous variables in each cell.

Two types of elimination are examined —  removal of 
continuous variables within a cell and global removal of 
continuous variables over all cells. For each type in the 
case of parameters known, the minimum expected loss for 
the remaining variables forms the criterion for determining 
which variables are to be eliminated. With parameters 
unknown, an estimate of the actual expected loss is used.

, With cell-wise elimination, a method is presented which 
identifies the variables to be eliminated without neces
sarily calculating the expected loss or the estimated 
actual expected loss. For global elimination, two methods 
are considered. The first determines the exact.variables 
to be eliminated whereas the second method considers four 
techniques which are computationally simple but estimate 
those variables to be removed. In the latter case, a 
study is undertaken to assess the performance of the tech
niques in determining the continuous variables to be 
eliminated.



CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Vector data composed of both binary and continuous 
variables is often encountered by research workers in 
medicine, education, engineering, biology, and psychology. 
However, discrimination and classification of such data 
has been given only sparse attention until the last few 
years. Methods have been highly developed for data com
posed exclusively of either binary variables or continuous 
variables. However, because of the more complicated com
putational aspects associated with the mixed-variables, 
many investigators either converted the continuous varia
bles and proceeded with discrete methods or treated the 
binary variables as if they were of the continuous type and 
then used continuous variable techniques. Linhart [30] is 
usually credited as being the first to propose the former; 
that is, he attempted to convert continuous variables to 
binary variables. Two years later, in 1961, Cochran and 
Hopkins [9] followed up Linhart's idea and determined 
optimal procedures for the conversion. Many instances are 
found in the literature where the latter occurs; namely, 
the discrete nature of a binary variable is not exploited 
in the discrimination process. As a result, various
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authors have studied the adequacy of such continuous varia
ble techniques on binary variables. Gilbert [19] concluded 
that the performance of a continuous variable technique was 
satisfactory on a vector of Bernoulli! variables. However, 
an expanded study in 1973 by Moore [32] concluded otherwise. 
A suitable discrimination technique for mixed-variables was 
still unknown.

With the advance of computer sophistication, the com
putational difficulties of mixed-variables were quickly 
overcome and in 197^ Krzanowski [26] published a unified 
work on discrimination and classification using both binary 
and continuous variables. The main results of his efforts 
are summarized in an article appearing in 1975 in the 
Journal of the American Statistical Association [27]• How
ever, the literature for data of this type focuses very 
little on one of the more important considerations; namely, 
the selection or elimination of the variables used in 
discrimination or classification. Quite often the investi
gator may be able to easily obtain the values of the binary 
variables whereas the cost or effort of measurement of a 
continuous variable may be enormous compared to that of a 
binary variable. For example, in educational research the 
binary variables are usually of the demographic type —



sex, marital status, etc., -- or yes/no responses; and the 
continuous variables are scores from various tests adminis
tered to ascertain certain skills or knowledge of a subject. 
Similarly, in medical research several measurements may be 
taken on an individual. The binary variables are often of 
the demographic, or yes/no, or presence/absence type. The 
continuous variables are sometimes laboratory readings 
obtained from sophisticated and costly to operate devices 
that measure percentages or amounts of certain body ele
ments. Thus both of the above applications illustrate the 
need for techniques to eliminate one or more continuous 
variables in the presence of mixed-variable data. Further
more, it is quite natural to attempt to reduce the analysis 
to a less complex problem and therefore not complicate the 
situation with unnecessary continuous variables. The objec
tive of this thesis is to investigate the elimination of a 
continuous variable in data of the mixed-type and to derive 
techniques to accomplish such elimination. The expected 
loss from classification forms the criterion for elimina
tion. Although variable elimination has not been investi
gated in the framework of mixed-variable data, some workers 
have treated the problem of variable elimination or selec
tion in various other areas. See, for example, Cochran [8],

3
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Parver [15], Hills [23], Hollingsworth [24], Myers [33], 
and Weiner [43].

The Model

Various models have been proposed to describe the 
mixed-variable data. The three most common models employed 
are: the dichotomized model, in [21,39,40]; the logistic
model, in [11,12,13]; and the location model, in [1,7,35]. 
The dichotomized model assumes an underlying multivariate 
distribution; and then by "dichotomizing" some of the nor
mal variables, this conversion results in those variables 
taking on binary values of 0 and I. The logistic model 
assumes the continuous variables are marginally multivariate 
normal whereas the binary variables have a conditional 
logistic probability distribution whose argument is linear 
In the continuous variables. The location model assumes a 
conditional multivariate normal distribution for the con
tinuous variables and that the binary variables form a 
multinomial distribution. Krzanowski [26] investigated the 
adequacy of these three models with respect to classifica
tion and discrimination of mixed-variable data. Since the 
dichotomized model'and the logistic .model are almost iden
tical over a suitable range of values, only a comparison of
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the logistic and location models was undertaken. Due to 
computational problems of a discriminant function associated 
with the logistic model, Krzanowski concluded that the most 
suitable model was the location model. Accordingly this 
model is employed in this work and a full description 
follows.

Let w' = (x13% ’) be a mixed-variable multivariate 
vector. Let x* = (x^x,,,... ,xq) be the vector of q binary 
variables and let = Cy1,y2»•••»yp) be the vector of p 
continuous variables. Thus w is a column vector with (q+p) 
components. Following the notation of Krzanowski [26,27], 
the q binary variables may be represented by a vector

z' = (Z1,Z2,...,zR) where k = 2q, Z  1=1 Z1 = I, z^ = 0,1.

Thus z has a multinomial distribution with k cells and the 
correspondence between a unique pattern of x and cell m is

given by m = I + Z  1=1 For example, if q = 2,

there are k = 4 cells. The patterns of x* which determine 
the four cells are (0,0), (1,0), (0,1) and (1,1). Thus cell 
3 associated with pattern (0,1) is 3 = I + x ^ ^  + x^2^
= I + (0)2° + (1)2^. Thus the probability that an individ
ual falls in cell m is pm = pr{ Zffi =1, ẑ  = 0, v^m=l,2,...,k} 
= pm* Assumed, also, is that the distribution of y givenIil rv
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cell m is multivariate normal with mean and covariance
matrix 2 , i.e.,

(1*1) (y I zm = I, zv = 0, v / m = l,2,...,k) ~ .

Classification Considerations

Since this work is centered in the area of classifica
tion, a general overview of the subject is provided here. 
The problem arises when an individual is to be classified 
into one of several categories or populations. The focus 
of this investigation is restricted to two populations, 
denoted by tt̂  and Two kinds of "costs" may occur in
classification: an individual from may be misclassified
as from Tr2; or if the individual is from tt2, he may be 
misclassified as from tt̂ . Denote the two types of related 
costs as C(211) (>0) and C(ll 2) (>0) respectively. A 
reasonable classification procedure is one which minimizes 
the overall cost in some sense.

Suppose that measurements are obtainable on each 
individual and denoted by x. Let the respective densities 
of x for populations Tr1 and ir2 be P1(X) and P2(x). If x . 
is p-dimensional then an individual is associated with a 
point in p-dimensional space. A classification procedure



R partitions this space into two exhaustive regions R^3 Rg 
such that individuals associated with points in R^ are 
classified as from Tr̂  (i = 1,2). Various probabilities 
of correctly classifying or misclassifying individuals 
from one of the two populations are induced by a given 
classification procedure. Denote P(i | j,R) as the proba
bility of classifying an individual from tt̂  as from

7

the two probabilities of misclassification, also known as 
the error rates, are given by P(1|"2,R) and P(211,R).

Next suppose there exists a priori probabilities that 
an individual belongs go the two populations, ir̂  and 
denoted by (>0) and qgC^0) respectively. The probabil
ity of drawing and mi sc lassifying an individual from Tr1 with 
classification procedure R is Q1 P(2|l,R) and the analogous 
ver si on. from TTg is Qg P(1 |2,R) . Thus the expected loss 
from misclassification using classification procedure R is

(1.2) EL = C(2|1)P(2|1,RJq1 + C(1|2)P(1|2,RJq2

The classification procedure which minimizes EL is thus the 
best procedure. A solution is given by Anderson [3, p. 131] 
where he proves that the best procedure is to associate
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R1 with those points & for which

P1(X) _ C(l|2)q2
PgTxT- C(Jll)Q1

and let Rg be all those points jc in the space which do not 
belong to R1.

If P1(X) and P2(x) are multivariate normal densities 
with x having mean Ji1* jig in Tr1, Tr2 respectively and com
mon covariance 2 then Anderson [3,p. 134] shows that R1 is 
that collection of points for which

If the population parameters are unknown, which is 
usually the case in most applications, then they must be 
obtained from samples, one from each population. An

(1.3) by replacing the parameters with their estimates.
For multivariate normal populations, ^1, ^2, and 2 may be 
estimated by X1, x2, and S respectively in the classifica
tion rule (1.4), Thus the left-hand side of (1.4) is now 
given by the classification statistic

w = ̂ if1(Ei-Ea) - I(Ei+Ea) lIf1(ErE2)* also known as
Anderson's classification statistic [2]. The first term

*1 T ■ eI
(̂ '̂ ) (till̂tii2) ™ 2(tiii+ti/2)S (till"tii2) jj

C(l|2)q
C(2IlJq^

estimated classification rule may then be obtained from
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of the right-hand side is Fisher's linear discriminant 
function (LDF) and is a linear function of the variables 

..,Xp. This expression was first characterized by- 
Fisher in 1936 [16].



CHAPTER II
CELL-WISE ELIMINATION OF A CONTINUOUS VARIABLE:

PARAMETERS KNOWN

Preliminary Considerations

This chapter considers the consequences of the removal 
of a continuous variable from a given cell. That is, one 
continuous variable is removed from each of the k cells, 
and different variables may be removed from different cells 
The purpose for studying cell-wise removal of a continuous 
variable is that the binary variables’ values may be ob
tained first, determining a given cell. Within the deter
mined cell, it is possible to eliminate any one of the p 
continuous variables, thus leaving p-1 continuous variables 
to determine the classification rule and the expected loss.

An application of such a procedure is in the area of • 
educational testing. The measurement of the binary varia
bles is first obtained on an individual. This determines 
a cell which in turn designates p-1 tests out of p tests 
available for the individual to take. The two populations 
are success (Tr1) and failure (Tr2 ) of the individuals in a 
program in which they are applying for admission. It is 
desired that the p-1 tests administered to the individual
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discriminate as well as or better than any other set of 
p-1 tests out of the p tests available that might be taken.

As an example, suppose mixed-variable data consists of 
five continuous variables and two binary variables. Thus 
p=5} q=2, and k=2q=4. An elimination process which elimi
nates continuous variables y^, y^, y^, and y^ in cell I 
through cell 4, respectively, is denoted by EP1 = (I 4 5 I). 
To avoid confusion, EP and EP1 will refer to the same 
elimination process and both are used only to distinguish 
between a column vector version and a row vector form of 
the same elimination process.

The following definition is a result of the preceding 
discussion and example.

Definition 2-1. A cell-wise elimination process, 
denoted EP, may be represented by a k x I vector with the 
mth component value, denoted ep(m), an integer between I 
and p, inclusively, designating the continuous variable to 
be eliminated in the mth cell.

The location model is now generalized for dealing with 
two populations, and the optimal classification rule and 
its associated expected loss is derived, both for mixed- 
variable data in general and also when an EP is involved.
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Classification and the Expected Loss

The formulation of the location model, given in (1.1), 
is now extended to the case of two populations in order to 
deal with classification and elimination problems. Again 
following the notation of Krzanowski [26,27], assume that 
has a multivariate normal distribution with mean 

in cell m of population ir̂  (I = 1,2; m = l,2,...,k), and 
with common covariance matrix Z in all cells for both 
populations, i.e.,

(2»l) V^m=I,2,... ,k) ~ \z) in
Tri(l=l,2).

Also assume that the probability of obtaining an observa
tion in cell m is pim for population Tr1 (i=l,2;m=l,2,...,k).

Assuming all population parameters to be known, the 
optimal classification procedure is given in Theorem 2.1 
and the related error rates and the expected loss follow. 
These results are obtained in a straightforward manner by 
Krzanowski [26,Ch. 6], using the general theory of classi
fication as presented by Anderson [3>Ch. 6 ]. The results 
are given in detail since virtually all aspects of con
tinuous variable elimination considered in this thesis are 
linked to a classification rule and its expected loss.
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Theorem 2.1: If the distributions of ir̂  are given by

(2.1) (1=1,2), the best classification rule is to classify 
(&',%') to Tr1 if I + £  X ^ i"1) = m and Lffi > log(fJ,
and otherwise to Tr2; where

(2 -2) Lm = a ' £ - M m)->4m)> " l ( 4 m)^ m)),£'1( ^ m)- ^ m))

and

(2.3) , P2m=(1I2)I2
m " PimC^I Ijq1- •

Proof: The best classification rule, as derived by
Anderson [3,p. 131] and given by (1.3) in chapter I, states
that W 1 = ( x ' ) is classified to Tr1 if
P l W  C(l|2)q2
p^(wj c(2 11) q a and otherwise to Tr2; where
P1(W) = P1(x,^) is the joint density of x and % in popula
tion Tr1 (1=1,2).

The location .model implies that P1 (Vj) = P1 (X)P1(^jx) 
(1=1,2). Conditioning first on x, suppose that this 
results in the occurance of cell m; i.e.,
I + E 1-I x12 î”1  ̂ = m. Next,

(2.4) pI to) “ Pi(zB-Z) - PlmPitolzm)
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where Pj_(,%I zm) is the multivariate normal density

with covariance 2 assumed to be a positive definite matrix.

The left hand side, LHS, of (1.3) is now replaced by the 
right hand side, RHS, of (2.6). Then, moving the cell 
probabilities, plm and p2m, to the RHS of (1.3) and taking 
the logarithm of both sides since this function is mono
tonic Increasing, the classification rule is to classify w 
to Tr1 if 1 + 2  1=1 = m and

(2.7) -^[ (%-W^)) (M)) - ),£"1to"kl2m^)]

Thus,

= p ^  expt ( ^ 1^^) ]

and otherwise to TTg.
The LHS of (2.7) can now be rewritten as
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This completes the proof. Note that the rule may he applied
even if the numerator, or the denominator, of f is zero —m
caused by P2mJ or plm, respectively being zero. However, if 
both p^m and Ppm are zero, f is of indeterminate form. 
Therefore, the offending cell m is removed, and work is done 
with only k-1 cells.

The probabilities of misclassification and the expected 
loss (EL) are now obtained. Let
Dm = (>°)» the Mahalanobis die-
tance between populations ir̂  and ir̂  conditionally on the 
individual falling in cell m. As is readily shown and 
obtained by Anderson [3, p. 134], Lm ~ N(g-Dm, Dm) when 
(^Izm=1J zv=0; v^m=I,2,...,k) ~ N(y.(m),2 ); i.e., when Tr1 
has occurred. Therefore, the conditional probability of 
misclassifying an individual from Tr1 as from Tr2 In cell m 
is

(2.8) Pn(SU) - PrCLm < Iog(Pra) I T1)

where <$>(x) is the cumulative standard normal distribution
1 2  2function. Also, Lm ~ N(”2DmJ Dm) when

(Xl zm=1> zv=0, v^m=l,2,.. .,k) ~ N ( ^ m) ,2)3 i.e., when
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population Tr2 has occurred. Thus, the probability of 
misclassifying an individual from Tr2 as from tt̂  condition
ally in cell m is

(2.9) Pm(1I a) PrfLjn 5. IOg(Pjn) I TTg)

r los(fm) - K<t> } •

Equations (2.8) and (2.9) will be defined to be the 
cell-wise error rates. Now the probability of cell m 
occurring is pim for population Tr1 (1=1,2; m=l,2,...,k). 
Hence, the unconditional (overall) error rates are

(2 .10) P(2 |l) = 2 m=1 PlmPm(2|D

kZ ̂l P l m  4 ^ # }
and

P(1Ia) = Z fflsl P2m Pm(l|2)

z  L i  p2m» {
" l0 g ( f m )"2DlM } .

Since the error rates considered in this thesis are always 
associated with the optimal classification rule, or an 
estimated optimal classification rule, the reference to a
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classification rule "R" is not necessary for either 
expression in (2.10). Accordingly, it is omitted through
out.

The cell-wise expected loss is given by

(2.11) PlmCtgIih1 * { - °g(fg)'?Dm}
1_2

m J

= PlmC(2|1)q1Pm(2|l) + p2mC(l|2)q2Pm (l|2).

The (overall) expected loss using the optimal classi
fication is therefore

(2.12) EL = C(2|l)q1P(2|l) + C(l|2)q2P(l|2)

 ̂ m J
4 P2mC(l|g)q2^ {  j  ]

v k
= I m = I  [PlmC(21̂ q 1Pm (Sll) + P2m0(l|2)q2Pm(l|2)].
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Consideration of TheorSm 2.1, along with the expected 

loss of (2 .12), leads to the realization that the classi
fying of observations and calculation of the error rates 
may be accomplished in a cell-wise manner since there is a 
different rule for each of the cells. Thus, for each cell 
m, an optimal classification rule can be obtained based on 
only p-1 continuous variables instead of p. The error rates 
(cell-wise and overall) and the expected loss (cell-wise 
and overall) may be derived from the set of p-1 continuous 
variables selected in each cell as determined by the ^P. 
Notation necessary, to obtain these results with an EP now 
follows.

Let Zj be the covariance matrix for the p-1 continuous 
variables with y^ omitted. Note that is the matrix 
formed by removing row j and column j from Z. Let be
the column vector of after removing the mean of vari
able yj in cell m of ir̂ . Also let be the column vector 
of % formed by removing variable y^. Therefore, the con
ditional distribution of the (p-1) x I vector is 
multivariate normal with mean )i|m  ̂ in cell m of population
Tr4 with covariance matrix Z i.e.,I v

(2.13) (j/j I zm=l> 2V =°. v^m=l,2,...,k) ~ N(ti”j’£j) in
Ir1 (1=1,2).



It is noted that Zj is a (p-1) x (p-1) positive definite 
matrix since 2 is assumed to be a positive definite matrix. 
For a proof see Anderson [3, p. 337]•

The following theorem provides the optimal classifica
tion procedure in the presence of an EP.

19

Theorem 2.2: If populations have distributions giv
en by (2.13)(i=l,2) / the best classification rule with an EP 
present is to classify (x',%') to if I + ^  x^2(^~^)=m
and Lffl̂ e p >_ IogCfm ) > and otherwise to Tr2; where

(2.14) Lmjep(m) ~ ^-ep(m)^ep(m) ^ l aep(m)”̂ 2,ep(m)^

-|(^p(m)^p(m))' £ep(m)(ni”L(m)-H2!ep(m))
and f is from (2.3).

Proof: The proof is very similar to that of Theorem
2.1 and is not repeated here.

The probabilities of misclassification and the expected 
loss for the optimal classification rule with an EP involved 
are now considered. Let .

= (&l^j-&2 J ^ ( & 1 J ^  °) be the Mahalanobis 
distance between Tr1 and Tr2 conditionally on the individual
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falling in cell m and "based on p-1 continuous variables 
with y-j omitted. Derivation of the cell-wise error rates 
for p-1 continuous variables with omitted in cell m is 
similar to the methods for finding (2.8) and (2.9). Thus 
the cell-wise error rates for cell m with removed are

r(2.15) Pm(Sll)j =$|. }
Pm(HS)j = »{■-i°s(V-K..i

Dm>j }•
The unconditional (overall) error rates with a given gj?, 
obtained in a manner analogous to those in (2.10) are

(2.16) P(2 |l)gp

P(1I2)EP

Z

Z

k
m=l Plmfm(^l^)ep(m)
k
m=l n log( ~?Dm , ep (m)

^  I Dm,ep(m) }and

m=l P2m ^m(^l^)ep(m)
k 
m

I--1°S(fm )-2Dm ,ep(m j "I
l P 2 m * i  Dm ^ . ; •
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The cell-wise expected loss with an EP is 

(2.17) PlmC(Sll)qi — g - gD|5’eP.(.m) }

■ PlaC(2|l)q1PB(a|l)e b) + P2mC(l|2)q2Pm(l|2)ep(m) .

Thus, the (overall) expected loss using the optimal 
classification rule of Theorem 2.2 in conjunction with an 
E$> is '

1_2
(S1S)EL(EJ) = C(Sll)Q1 I m=1 plm » j

rn,ep(m) }

^m=I tPlmC(2 l1)liI>m(2 |l)ep(m)

}

+ P2mC(1 ^)Q2Pm(HS)e p w ].
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Note, that the expected loss, EL(^P), Is derived from an 
optimal classification rule no matter what variables are 
removed as determined by the however, the jy? may not be 
"optimal" In the sense that a different cell-wise elimina
tion process may have the smallest expected loss. That is, 
there are p^ different cell-wise elimination processes, 
each with an associated (overall) expected loss based on 
the optimal classification rule of Theorem 2.2. Therefore 
an EP with minimum (overall) expected loss is sought. This 
search is initiated by studying the effect on the cell- 
wise error rates, given in the next section.

The Effect on the Cell-wise Error Rates: Z

This section considers cell-wise elimination in the 
case where the continuous variables are mutually indepen
dent. Thus, this implies that Z = D(Oj), where S(^j) is a

pdiagonal matrix whose diagonal elements —  cJ —  are the 
variances of the continuous variables y ., respectively. A 
detailed study of this situation is of theoretical interest 
since it gives valuable insight into the error rates asso
ciated with an EP, enables the cell-wise Mahalanobis 

2 2distances, Dffl and Dm 4 e p to be easily interpreted, and



focuses attention under simple conditions to areas where
23

problems may arise.
In using an , an immediate concern is what happens 

to the error rates or expected loss as a consequence of the 
cell-wise elimination. A result which is basic to the 
investigation of this situation and concerns cell-wise 
error rates is given in the following theorem.

Theorem 2.3: If the distributions of the tt̂  (1=1,2)
are given by (2.1) for Theorem 2.1 or by (2.13) for Theorem 
2.2, depending on non-elimination or an EP, respectively.
then using the optimal classification rules of Theorems

22.1 and 2.2 with 2 = D(Oj), the effect on cell-wise error 
rates is either a trivial result or a non-trivial result 
with three cases. The results are

I* If 6m,ep(m) = °*
then f>m( 2 | l )  = Pm( 2 U ) ep(m),

and Pm(l|2) = Pm(l|2)ep(m).

11' I? 6m,ep(m) > °> and
Case Ii. If l°6(fm) > H  I V m . e p M

then Pm(2|l) < « )  Pm( 2 | l ) ep(m) •

and Pm(HS) > (=) Pm( H Z W m).
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Case II. If -IVm.eptm) < < lDmDm,ep(m)

then Pm(2|l) < Pm(2|l)ep(m) 
and Pm(Ij2) < Pm(l|2)ep(m).

Case III. If lostfj < (=) -|DmDm,ep(ni)
then Pm(SH) >(=) Pm(SH)e p w
and Pm(l|2) < «) Pm(l|2)ep(m), where

(S-1S) 4,j ■

Yj in cell m of Tri (1=1,2j j=l,2,...,p).

Proof: Consider the expressions for the cell-wise
error rates for non-elimination as given by (2 .8) and (2.9); 
and those for the case of an EP present as provided in
(2.15). Note that $(x) is an increasing function of x on 
[_co,-Mo]. SinceE=^(Qj),

(2.20) and

2 _ V P 2 _ 2 2
Dm,ep(m) “ j=l ^m,j ~ Dm ~ <5m,ep(m)*

^ep(m)
The proof of the theorem can now deal with the two results. 

2
Ie 6m,ep(m) " 0*

2 2In this case, Dm = Dm ep... Thus, by inspection of (2.8), 
(2.9), and (2.15), it follows that Pm(2|l) = Pm(2|l)ep(m)

and |i' is the mean of variable

i
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M d  P„(l|2) =

11 * <5m,ep(m) ^
In this situation D® > D®<ep(m); hence Dffl > Dn>ep(m). 
three cases of result II of the theorem now follow from 
the results of A and B below.

The

A. Suppose log(fm) >(=) 5DmDmjep(m).

Then - l0 8 t f^ w  S t V W o i

Dm -Dm,ep(m) > °- Next»

m'_2"m >(=) ~l06(y ' g D-,ep(m) and therefore.

<D{-iOgtfm)- I d2

m,ep(m)

}> <=) ®{ ~lc’g(fm)~lDm,epfm)
Jm,ep(m)
whenever

} •

Thus, Pm ( H S ) X  (-) Pm (1|2)ep(l_;
1Og(Pm) > (=) 2DmDm, Bp(Hi)1 Also the re suits of A impiy 
that Pm(HS) < Pm(H2)ep(m) if !og(fm) < KDm.epfm)1

E. suppose iogtfj <(=) -|DmDmjep(m).

Th6n 106fV  I t e S f  }>(=) 1 1 V Dm,ep(m))
since Dm - Dmeep(m) > 0. Next,

îii Dm,ep(m)
and therefore
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0 riog(fm)-|D; 
I  Dm }>(=) ®{/ ■Lo®i£m)IIICep(mlDm5ep(m) }•

Thus, Pm( S H ) X = )  Pm( S H ) eptm) I f  l°6(fm) <(=) -|DmDm,ep(m> 
Also, the results of B Imply that Pm(2 |1) < pm(2 l1)ep(tn) 
whenever log(fm) > ep(m)* This completes the proof.

Theorem 2.3 and its proof provide some interesting
observations to be made. If 2 = D(a^), then the calcula-

2 2tion of j can be done quickly once TFn is computed sinceIu j j m2 2 2Dm j = Dm "" 5m j (j=l,2,...,p). Thus, using an EP does not 
require any substantial amount of additional computing time 
to find new cell-wise Mahalanobis distances. It is also 
seen that eliminating a continuous variable in a cell may 
actually result in a decrease in one of the cell-wise 
error rates. However, the elimination cannot decrease both 
cell-wise error rates and actually may Increase both cell- 
wise error rates. Results concerning the cell-wise expected 
loss and the overall expected loss will be given later in 
this chapter.

Thus far, an EP and non-elimination have been compared 
in terms of their cell-wise error rates. Since there are 
actually pk different EP1s, it is natural to consider mext 
the interrelationships of cell-wise error rates between 
two EP1s. Let EP and EP* be two different kxl columnrsi
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vectors. That is, EP* must have at least one component 
value different from EP. The following theorem enables a 
comparison of EP and EP* to be made on the basis of their 
cell-wise error rates.

Theorem 2.4: If ir̂  (1=1,2) is given by (2.13) for
both an EP and an EP*, then using the optimal classifica
tion rules for EP and EP* in Theorem 2.2 and with

OZ = D(aj), comparing cell-wise error rates results in
either a trivial situation or a non-trivial situation con-
sisting of three cases. Letting
without loss of generality, the results are 

2 2
** 6m,ep(m) “ 6m,ep^m)

then pm(2 l1)ep(m) = pHi(2 I1)6P^m) 
and Pm (1 l 2 )ep (m ) = Pm(1 l 2 )e p (m )*

11 ’ If 6m,ep(m) ^ <5m,ep(m) and
Case I. If log(fm) >(=) 5 Dm,e p (m )Dm,ep*(tn)

then pm(2 l1)ep(ro) <(<) pm(2l 1)ep*(m)
and Pm(1 l 2 )ep(m ) ^  ( = ) Pm(1 l 2 )ep*(m) * 

Case II. If - X jep(m)Dmjep*{m) < log(fm)
^ 2Dm, ep (m) Dm, ep̂ m)

then Pm (2|l)ep(m) < Pm (2|l)eptm)
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and pm( 1^ep(In) < pIn̂ 1 ̂2 êjf(IB)'
Oas6 III. If log(fm) <(=) -|B0jep(m)Dm>e^ m)

then Pm( 2 U ) ep(m) > (= ) Pm( 2 l l ) e#(m) 

and V 1l2)ep(m) < « )  Fm(1I2)ePtm)-
Proof: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.3

and uses the expressions of (2.15)• Since 2 = D(Cj),

Dm,ep(m) ~ “ <5m>ep(m) and Dm,ep^m) ~ Dm ” 6m,e^(m).
Assuming 6P>ep(m) < a ^ m) implies that D ^ ep(m) > D ^ ep » ,
with s tr ic t  inequality  when 5^>ep(m) < a ^ e^ m). The proof

of the theorem now deals with the two situations.
T x2 = a2 *I* 5m,ep(m) 6m,ep(m)

In this situation D ^ ep^  and by inspection of
(2 .1 5 ), i t  follows that Pm (2|l)ep(a) = V S H ie & m )

2m.(d l2 )ep(m ) = 2 ^ep*(m)*
2 2 

6m,ep(m) ^ 6m,ep^m)
In  th is  s ituation  D2 iep(m)"> D2 thus

^m,ep(m) ^ ^m,ep*(m). The three cases of situation II of 
the theorem now follow from the results of A and B below.

A. Suppose log(fm) >(=) 5Dm)ep(m)Dm>e^ m)-

Then -log(fm) v m
e^(m) ~ Dm,ep(my

m,ep(m)Dm,ep^m) -}>(=) I  (Dm<ep(m)_Dm,ep*(m)^
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~ lo g ( ^m) ^ e p t t f nQ and there-

slnce D^ep(m) " Dm,ep*(m)> 0. Next

Dm,ep(m) ^m,ep*(m)

-log(fm)-|Dm,epfm)~| , . P los V̂ ~ l Dm.ep«fmn
D„ — /„\ J I Dm.eD*fm^ Jfore• * { m,ep*(m) 

whenever
m,ep(m)

Thus Pm(l|2)ep(m) >(=) Pm(l|2)ep,(m)
log(fm) >(=) iDm,ep(m)Dm,ep*W Also> the results of A 
imply that Pm(l|2)ep(m) < P J H 2)ep»(m) if
Iog(^m) < 2Dm,ep(m)Dm,ep*(m).

B. Suppose log(fm) <(=) -K,ep(m)Dm,ep*(m)-

since Dm5ep(m)-Dm#ep*(m) > 0. Next,

log(fm)~gDm,ep(m) ^
Jm,ep(m)

0 .

m,ep*(m)

» } > ( - )

and therefore.

rlog(fm)-gDmjep(ni)1 ^ l s rloe(fm^~gDm,ep*(mV
} • Thus,Dm,ep(m) -1 ‘ L iJm,ep*(m)

y s l ^ e p ^ X = )  pm(2 |l)ep»(m) if
log(fm) <(=) -|Dm,ep(m)Dm,ep*(m)- In addition, the.results 
of A imply that Pm(2|l)ep(m) < PJ2 H ) ep,(m) if
lo8(fm) > -5Dm,ep(m)Dm,ep*(m)- Thls completes the proof.



The relationship in terms of cell-wise error rates 
between an EP and.a different elimination process, say

OEP*, when 2 = D(crj), is thus very similar to the relation
ship between an EP and non-elimination. In fact. Theorem 
2.3 can be considered a special case of Theorem 2.4 where
the situation of non-elimination is considered to be an 

oEP with am ep(m) = 0 (m=l,2,...,k) and the optimal rule of
Theorem 2.1 is used. Therefore, in comparing two EP1s in
terms of their cell-wise error rates. Theorem 2.4 provides
all possibilities; which are seen to depend on the value of
IogCfrn) and the cell-wise Mahalanobis distances (or the 
2

<5m,ep(m)) *

The Optimal EP: £ = &(Oj)

Let OEP, an optimal EP, be an EP such that
EL(OEP) = min EL(EP). Although the OEP may not be unique 

EP ^ ~
it clearly exists. If log(fm) is suitably small, then
Theorem 2.4 provides an optimal process in the special case 

2when 2 = D1(C1) which is now given in Corollary 2,1.

30
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Corollary 2.1. If ir̂  (1=1,2) is given by (2.13) with

S = B(Oj) and if min (Dm,jDm,i(m)) < log(fJ
< ^ min (Dm ^Dm ^ for all m where i(m) is such that

J2 26m i^m  ̂ = min 6m jl then using the optimal classification

rule in Theorem 2.2, an OEP is that EP with component value 
oep(m) = i(m) (m=l,2,...,k).

Proof: Since -5 min (Dmj<)Dmjl(m)) < log(fm)

< 75 min (Dmj jDmj j_(m)) > Theorem 2.4 implies that

V 2 |l)l(m) ^ Pm(l|2)i(m) 4  all
j using result I and case II of result II. Thus for each 
cell m, PlmOta|l)q1Pm(2|l)1(m) + P2mC(H2)q2Pm(l|2)1(m)

5. Plmc(2 I1)Sipm (2I1)J + P2mC(1l2)q2Pm(1l2)j for a11 ^
Thus EL(OgP) < EL(EP) for all ^  where oep(m) = i(m) 
(m=l,2,...,k) and EL(EP) is given by (2.17). This com
pletes the proof.

The above corollary provides an OEP only in the special
case where log(fm) is suitably small. An OEP is needed

ofor an arbitrary log(fm) when 2 = g,(aj). A useful lemma
which is necessary in the search for an OEP is now given.

2Note that it does not depend on 2 = D (aj).
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Lemma 2.1: If (1=1,2) is given by (2.1) for

Theorem 2.1 or by (2.13) for Theorem 2.2, depending on 
non-elimination or an EP, respectively; then using the 
optimal classification rules of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 yields 
a cell-wise expected loss in each cell m which is a 
decreasing function of the square root of the cell-wise 
Mahalanobis distance whenever Plm and p2m are simultane
ously non-zero.

Proof: Since the form of the cell-wise expected loss
is identical for non-elimination and an EP, only the 
expression for the non-elimination case will be utilized 
in the proof. Let G(Dm) be the cell-wise expected loss in 
cell m from (2.12). Thus.

t<Dm> = eimC(2i 1^ l V 2I1) + P2m=(1I2) W 1I2)

■ [ ^ 4 ]  -I
sspImc(2I1)qI j ^  m (2 r̂) exp (-^t2Jdt

rlog(fm) Dm I .1
+ P2m=(1I2)1J2 J dB "r J(Sir) 5 exp(-|t2)at.

To obtain the result of the lemma it is sufficient to
show that
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d(G(Dj)

G' (Dm) = — d̂ D— —̂  < O if plm and p2m are non-zero. Now

G '(Dra) - pImc 2̂11)ql{---" 1}(2ir)^exp|-| W V  % 12n
+ P2mC(2|1)q1{ ^ ^ - ^ . ( 2ir)5exp|-|[:^ p S )- ^  .

Next,

^  (Dm) - P 1b C ^  I IJq1I -lcBtfm) I
I ( 2T)

I
Z

X exp {- u o g t o r + loStfm) Dm 
— 2-----T }

p2mC(2l 1)ql'[
lo6(fm) I

I ( 27T)
I
Z

X exp{
-Clog(O)2 1OStfm) D2m I

’ 8 }'

Then rearranging terms, 

C ( D m) - (2t)-1/2 exp I-[log(f_) ]2 D2
f }

^ jjUl / \ /
lcStfmX

+ -l°g ( O n

3I



However, exp

where

i
G 1(Dm) = (2tt)2 exp|

') “ (V
5 z-log(fm)and exp

from (2 -3)" Thus’

2 i  
8

- ( v

-[log(fm)] D^l

X  [(Plm0 ( £ U ) q 1P2mO(l|S)q2)5 ( ^ ! ^ E l  .

+ (P2mC(l|2)q2PlmC(2 |l)qi)? - I )  ] .

Therefore,

G' (Dm) = (2Tr)d exp{-[log(f„)]' -?}
I

x (P2raC ( l |2 )q 2PlmC ( 2 | l ) q i ) ^ [ - l ]

Hence, G 1(Dm) < 0 whenever the cell probabilities In cell m 
are both non-zero. This completes the proof.

Note that if one of the two cell probabilities —  plm 
and P2m -- is zero, then the cell-wise expected loss is 
zero no matter what value is given for the cell-wise 
Mahalanobis distance in cell m. Thus, one of two proba
bilities being zero is really the trivial case of the



classification problem and Lemma 2.1 applies to the non
trivial situation.

With Lemma 2.1, a procedure can now be obtained for
Ofinding an OEP when Z = D (aj) and log(fm) is arbitrary. 

The following theorem provides this OEP.
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Z
Theorem 2.5: If (i=l,2) is given by (2.13) with

2D (oj) and if the optimal classification rule of Theo
rem 2.2 is used, the OEP is that EP with component values

p poep(m) where oep(m) is such that <5̂  oep(m) = mind^  ̂
(m=l,2,...,k)

Proof: If the cell probabilities are non-zero in
cell m, Lemma 2 .1 states that the cell-wise expected loss 
will be smallest if Djn ep(m) ls as large as possible for 
cell-wise elimination. Since 2 = D(Oj),

Dm,ep(m) = Em ' 6m,ep(m) from (2-20)! thus the 2value of 6m ep^mj Implies the maximum value of Dffi ep^m 5̂ 
and, hence the smallest cell-wise expected loss in cell m 
If Plm or p2m is zero in cell m, the cell-wise expected 
loss for all ep(m) is zero, including the oep(m). Since 
EL(EP) is the summation over all cells of each cell's 
cell-wise expected loss, choosing the component values
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oep(ra) as stated above for OEP, implies that
EL(OEP) EL(EP) for all EP. Thus, this process produces
an OEP since EL(OEP) = min EL(EP). This completes the

proof.
OIn the case that £ = Q ( a > obtaining the OgP is now 

a simple matter, since not only is it unnecessary to com
pute integrals associated with the cell-wise error rates5 
but matrix calculations are also unneeded for finding the 
cell-wise Mahalanobis distances of any EP. In addition, 
if it is desired to calculate the cell-wise error rates, 
cell-wise expected loss, or the overall expected loss 
for any EP following non-elimination, the computation of 
the integrals is made easy since only a simple change is 
made in the integrals' arguments involving the cell-wise 
Mahalanobis distances.

The Effect on the Cell-wise Error Rates: 2 Arbitrary
pHaving studied the case of Z = D(o^), consideration 

is now given to the general situation in which the con
tinuous variables may be correlated, i.e., 2 is an arbitrary
(pxp) positive definite matrix. In working with 2 = D(c^),

2it was found that ep(m) PlaSred a central role in passing



from non-elimination to an EP. An analogous expression 
exists for 2 arbitrary and is provided in Lemma 2.2. 
Notation needed for this lemma now follows. Let 
2 = (7 ^) (i,j=l,2,...,p), and = (7  ̂ )
(i,j=l,2,...,4-1,4+!,...,p). Note that although S"1 is 
a (p-1) x (p-1), the numbering of its elements skips 4 
so that the last row (column) is row (column) p. Recall 
also from (2.19) that p . is the mean of variable in 
cell m of Tri (i=l,2;J=l,2,...,p;m=l,2,...,k). The 
following lemma wa§ derived by Urbakh [42] in a situation 
not concerned with mixed-variables.
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Lemma &2: If

Dm,f = ) 'Sf 1Oll"] "Ha™])» then

(2.21) m,4
n2 ,2
Dm ~ ^m,4

where K,i = ^ 1 7 5  and am,i = ^  j=1

Proof: The proof is based on using the summation
2 2forms for and Dm; and then utilizing the equality:

(2.22) T H
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which was provided by Fisher [17, p. 165] for a regression
problem. Since = E j lsl E  L i (11II1 "11I ^  > ’

2 ^  ^the expression Dm  ̂ can be rewritten using expression 
(2.22) as

Dm,i “ 2 L i  E  Li (^1-I1Ia1 ̂ lj ( .̂U-^a1)
ft ■

-EL i ELi (,Ii1̂ a1) ^ ( ^ )- ^ ))- ^  ̂ 7
Next, terms are added and subtracted so that the first

2expression of the RHS is Djq. Thus,

dM ° 2 Li E  Lid1Ii1 -I1Ia1 hlj O1I L  -I1Ig1)
-  2 E Li (UW-^hlf(Hff-^a1)

( . ! ; ' = # )  4 #  M M ,

since 7*^ = 7 ^,

The second term of this expression is now split, one part 
being combined with the third term, and the other part
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combined with the last term of the RHS. Therefore, 

= Dm -

&  7

The last two terms can now be combined so that

Therefore, This

concludes the proof.
Thus’ *m,ep(m) ls the generalized version of 6^ ep(m).

Mote that fn>ep(m) reduces to 6^ ep(m) in the case of
.2 = D (oj). Also, once the process of non-elimination is
completed, proceeding to an EP and finding the associated 
2Djn ep(m) can be accomplished in a simple manner since no 
further matrix multiplication is required.

Comparing one EP to another elimination process gj5* 
in terms of their cell-wise error rates is now considered.

Theorem 2.6 provides the results of the comparison in 
the case of 2 arbitrary, and corresponds to Theorem 2.4

p iwhich treats 2 = D (aj).
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Theorem 2.6: If Tr̂  (1=1,2) is given by (2.13) for

both cell-wise elimination processes gj? and EjP*, then 
using the optimal classification rules for the gp and EP* 
in Theorem 2.2, the results of comparing cell-wise error 
rates comprise a trivial situation and a non-trivial 
situation consisting of three cases. Letting

Cep(B) S. Cep*(«i) With°Ut l0SS °f Generality where
is given in Lemma 2.1, the results are

I* If ^m,ep(m) “ ^m,ep*(m)
then Prn(211Jep(m) = pJn(Sli)ep*(in)
and Pm(1l 2^ep(m) = 2^ep*(m) •

“ • I f  C e p ( m )  < C e p * ( m )

Case I. If log(fm) >(=) 5Dm,ep(m)Dm,ep*(m)
then Pg(2|l)gp(m) <(<) pm(sl 1)ep*(m) 
.and Pm(dl2)ep(m) > H  p̂ 1I 2)ep*(m) • 

Case II. If -iDm,ep(m)Dm.ep*(m) <
^ 5'Dm,ep(m)Dm,ep*(m)

thenP^(2|l)^^< Pj2|l)ep*(m)
and pH1C112)ep(m) < 2)ep*(m)1

Case III. If log(fm) <(=) "2Dm,ep(m)Dm,ep#(m)
the n P m(2 |l)ep(m)>(=) Pm (2|l)ep.(m)

' ^ d Pm<l l 2)ep(m) < « )  Pm(d l 2) e p * W

I
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Proof: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.4.

Replace the results of (2.20) in the proof of Theorem 2.4
.2
'm,

O Oby (2.21) and then substitute e for <5̂  e everywhere, and
the proof of Theorem 2.6 is immediate.

0The conclusions of Theorem 2.4 for 2 = D(at) are now
V

seen to be valid for Theorem 2.6. The calculation of
2 2 Dm  ̂ can be done easily once Dm is computed since
2* 2 2Dm  ̂ = Dm " £* For comparing non-elimination to an
EP*, again consider non-elimination to be the case of

ep(m) = 0 (m=l,2,...,k). Thus, in general, elimination 
of a continuous variable cannot decrease both cell-wise 
error rates and could actually increase both cell-wise 
error rates if case II of result II holds.

The Optimal EP: Z Arbitrary
PHaving determined an OEP in the case of Z = D (a,), the

search for an OEP follows in a similar manner when Z is
generalized. Recall that an OEP, the optimal EP, is an EP
such that EL(OEP) = min EL(EP). Relying on Lemma 2.1, the

EP ~
method for obtaining the OEP with Z arbitrary now follows.
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Theorem 2.7: If tt̂  (1=1,2) is given by (2.13) and if 

the optimal classification rule of Theorem 2.2 is used, an 
OEP is that EP with component values oep(m) where oep(m)
is such that V-mj0ep(m) = min (m=l,2,.. .,k).

Proof: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.$,
where (2.21) and K-^ep(m) replace (2.20) anda^epfm)’ 
respectively.

Cell-wise elimination of a continuous variable with
2parameters known is thus accomplished by use of ep^m *̂

Therefore, proceeding with an gj? after non-elimination and
calculating the assorted error rates and expected loss is

2 2 2a straightforward process since D / \ = D - il/ , \.m,ep(m) m Ym,ep(m)
Also, Theorem 2.7 provides a straightforward procedure for

2obtaining the optimal EP since it too is based on V N.~ rm,ep(m;

Extensions to More Than One Continuous Variable

The cell-wise elimination process can be easily exten
ded to the elimination of more than one continuous variable 
by successively applying the results of Lemma 2.2. Thus, 
for example, the cell-wise error rates, cell-wise expected 
loss, overall error rates, and overall expected loss



associated with the elimination of two continuous variables 
are readily obtained, by using Lemma 2.2 twice, to perform 
comparisons or locate an optimal elimination process. It 
is noted, however, that an optimal cell-wise elimination 
process for two continuous variables is not necessarily the 
elimination of the continuous variables associated with the 
two smallest j (j=l,2,...,p) obtained from successive

psingle eliminations —  except in the case where E = D ( o p .



CHAPTER III
GLOBAL ELIMINATION OF A CONTINUOUS VARIABLE: 

PARAMETERS KNOWN

Preliminary Considerations

With mixed-variable data, in addition to cell-wise 
elimination, there is a second type of continuous variable 
elimination which must be considered. This chapter con
siders the situation in which the same continuous variable 
is eliminated in every cell m. That is, from the original 
p continuous variables, the elimination process yields the 
same p-1 continuous variables in each cell m. If it is 
impossible to obtain the values of binary variables before 
those of the continuous variables, this elimination pro
cedure is the only type that may be considered. Also, thisI .
is the simplest form of elimination of a continuous variable 
since the same continuous variable is removed regardless 
of which cell has occurred.

As an example, suppose mixed-variable data consists of 
five continuous variables and two binary variables, that 
is, p=5, q=2, and k=2^=4. A global elimination procedure 
which eliminates the continuous variable y^ in all four 
cells is denoted by GE(2).
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Definition 3-1. A global elimination process, denoted

from each cell m (m=l,2,...,k).

Classification, the Expected Loss, and the Effect

The collection of all global elimination processes 
GE(J) (j=l,2,...,p) form a subset of the set of all EP. 
That is, GE(J) may be considered to be the cell-wise 
elimination process EP1 = (J J ... j). Therefore, the 
optimal classification rule with a GE(J) is obtained from 
Theorem 2.2. Also, the expected loss follows from (2.17) 
and may be written as

Thus, a comparison of GE(J) and GE(l), or GE(J) and non
elimination, in terms of their cell-wise error rates is 
provided in Theorem 2.6. Hence, with respect to the 
optimal classification rule, the error rates, and their

GE(J), is the procedure of removing continuous variable y.U

on Cell-wise Error Rates



cell-wise effects, the global elimination process yields 
the same results as cell-wise elimination.
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The Optimal GE(J)

Let OGE, an optimal GE(J), be any GE(J) such that
EL(OGE) = min EL(GE(i)). Although the OGE may not be 

£
unique it clearly exists. The search for an OGE is not as 
straightforward as finding the OEP. Although there are

Lronly p possibilities instead of p in the cell-wise case, 
the fact that EL(GE(J)) involves the sum of weighted 
indefinite integrals complicates the problem of finding a 
simple minimization method since attention is not confined 
to a fixed cell m. The search for an OGE is now divided 
in two parts, the first part considers ways of determining 
an OGE exactly whereas the second part deals with proposed 
methods which approximate an OGE.

Methods for Finding an OGE Exactly

There are two approaches for finding an OGE exactly.
First, if EL(GE(J)) is calculated for all J (j=l,2,...,p),
then an OGE is merely any GE(J) whose expected loss is
equal to min EL(GE(l)). Unfortunately, this method 

I



requires much computation since there are 2kp integrals to
be evaluated. Some of the continuous variables may be
removed from consideration immediately, however, by using
the second approach for finding an OGE exactly. This
method relies on the cell-wise Mahalanobis distances and
may be described in a decision theoretic-type setting.
Notation necessary for this method now follows.

A GE(J) is said to dominate GE(^) if D , >_ D , for
all cells m (m=l,2,...,k) and if D .> D , in at leastm, j m,*
one cell m. A GE(J) is said to be admissible if there 
exists no GE(4) which dominates GE(J). If GE(J) is not 
admissable it is inadmissable. The following lemma relates 
the dominance criterion to the overall expected loss.

Lemma 3»I: If GE(J) dominates GE(4) and plm and p2m
(m=l,2,...,k) are non-zero, then EL(GE(J)) < EL(GE(j6 )).

Proof: Since GE(J) dominates GE(4), it follows that

Dm,J Dm,j f°r a U  CellS m and j
for at least one cell m. By Lemma 2.1, this implies that 
the cell-wise expected loss of (2.17) using GE(J) is less 
than or equal to that using GE(i) for each cell, with 
strict Inequality in at least one cell. Since the expected



loss from (3.1) Is the summation of each cell's cell-wise 
expected loss from (2.17), the result follows. This com
pletes the proof.

The following theorem provides the basis for consider
ation of only admissable GE(J) as an OGE.

Theorem 3.1: There always exists an OGE which belongs
to the set of admissable GE(J).

Proof: The proof of the theorem is divided into two
cases.

Case I. Either p^ or Pg^ is zero for one or more
cells m. This situation implies that the cell-wise
expected loss of (2.17) is zero for each cell m where a
cell probability —  P1 or p2m —  is zero. Hence, these
cell(s) make no contribution to EL(GE(J)) (J=l,2,...,p).
Accordingly, they may be ignored from consideration in the
search for an OGE. Now suppose an OGE is found which is
inadmissable, say GE(i). Therefore, EL(GE(l)) = minEI(GE(J)).

J
But since GE(I) is inadmissable, there exists a GE(n) which 
dominates GE(l). Hence, EL(GE(n)) < EL(GE(i)) with strict 
inequality if Drrijn > Djn̂  in a cell m where plm and p2m 
are both non-zero. Thus, if cell(s) m exists where plm
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or p2m is zero and n > Dm then it is possible that . 
an OGE is inadmissible; however, another admissible GE(J), 
namely GE(n), Is an OGE. If the cell(s) m with plm or p2m 
is zero is not where Dffl n > Dm then EL(GE(n)) < EL(GE(£)) 
and no OGE is inadmissable. Either way an OGE may be found 
which is admissible.

Case II. Both plm and p2m (m=l,2,...,k) are non-zero. 
To prove this case assume otherwise. This implies every 
OGE is inadmissable. If an OGE is inadmissable, then it 
is dominated by a GE(J), say GE(n). By Lemma 3.1,
EL(GE(n)) < EL(OGE). This is a contradiction to the 
definition of an OGE. Therefore, every OGE must be admis
sible in this case. This concludes the proof.

The technique for finding an exact OGE is as follows:
locate the set of admissable GE(J), compute EL(GE(J)) for
this set, and select as an OGE a GE(J) whose associated
expected loss is equal to min EL(GE(l)). Although the work

I
involved in finding an OGE may be lessened by restricting 
attention to the admissable GE(J), there may still be sub
stantial computation required since 2-k integrals must be 
evaluated for each GE(J). Thus, the next section con
siders approaches which approximate an OGE and require 
considerably less computation.



Methods for Finding an OGE Approximately

Four techniques are now proposed as ad-hoc procedures 
in selecting the continuous variable for optimal global 
elimination. Although these techniques are not exact in 
the sense of determining an OGE in all situations, they 
are designed to select a continuous variable which is an 
estimated OGE. An advantage of these techniques is that 
they are considerably easier to employ than their exact 
method counterparts since none of the proposed techniques 
require calculation of cell-wise error rates for any GE(J). 
The first two techniques proposed rely solely on the costs, 
prior probabilities, cell probabilities, and the cell-wise 
Mahalanobis distances. The remaining two techniques also 
rely on the costs, prior and cell probabilities and 
Mahalanobis distances, as well as on the cell-wise error 
rates for non-elimination. As seen later, a shortcoming 
of these techniques is that they are not strictly decreasing 
functions of EL(GE(J))e Following the presentation of the 
four techniques, some computational results are given to 
assess the performance of these techniques in determing

Awhen the estimated OGE, denoted OGE, is actually an OGE.
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ESTIMATORS

Technique I. Estimation Based on Cumulative Cell- 
wise Parameter-weighted Mahalanobis Distances.

To determine the continuous variable to be eliminated, 
compute

cJ = %  L i  '+ P2mC(IIS)q2I D2j j

for each j (j=l,2,...,p) and eliminate that associated 
with max{ C^}. This technique is the simplest of the four

methods. Note that no calculation of multiple integrals 
is required since this technique does not use cell-wise

/v Ierror rates. Denote OGE as an estimated OGE by technique I.
Technique 2. Estimation Based on Cumulative Cell-wise 

Parameter-weighted Relative Mahalanobis Distances.
To determine the continuous variable to be eliminated 

by this method, compute

k D^
C! = 2 m=1 [PlmC(2|l)qi + P2mC(l|2)q2] p y . )

for each j (j=l,2,...,p) and eliminate that y associated 
2with majc( C1) . As with technique I, this method also does

J j
not necessitate the calculation of multiple integrals since
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no cell-wise error rates are used. Denote OGE^ as an
estimated OGE by technique 2.

Technique 3* Estimation Based on Cumulative Cell-wise 
Error-weighted Relative Mahalanobis Distances.

To determine the continuous variable to be eliminated.

for each j (j=l,2,...,p) and eliminate that associated

(2.8), and Pm(l|2) from (2.9) refer to the case of non-
elimination. Thus, technique 3 does involve calculation
of multiple integrals for the cell-wise error rates before
elimination but not after the removal of a continuous

- 3variable. Denote OGE as an estimated OGE by technique 3.
Technique 4 . Estimation Based on Cumulative Cell-wise 

Parameter and Error-weighted Relative Mahalanobis Distances.
In order to estimate the continuous variable to be 

eliminated, compute

compute

with max(Cj}. Note that EL from (2.12), Pm(2| I) from
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C< = 2 m=l [PlmC (2 |l)q 1+P2mC ( l |2 )q 2 ]'d

for each j and eliminate that y. associated with max{ Ĉ ) .
1 J j

Similar to technique 3 , this method does require computa
tion of multiple integrals for the cell-wise error rates

/x 4of non-elimination. Denote OGE as an estimated OGE by- 
technique 4.

Computation

The performance of each of the four techniques in 
attempting to determine an OGE exactly is now studied. 
Since Monte-Carlo methods are not applicable to this work 
on known parameters, the results are expected to be depen
dent to a greater or lesser degree on the parameter sets 
employed. However, attention has been given to achieving 
a "symmetry" in the parameter sets that attempts to remove 
any bias that might exist toward a given technique.

There are 1,152 different parameter sets, each with 
p=5 and q=2. This implies there are 2^=4 cells requiring 
the specification of eight cell probabilities—  four for



each population. Also to be specified are the values for 
the eight (5x1) mean vectors since each cell has a mean 
vector for each population. Thus, there are 40 values to 
be specified for the P - (i=l,2;j=l,2,...,5;m=l,2,3,4) and 
these are fixed and remain constant among all 1,152 
parameter sets studied. The covariance matrix Z contains 
25 values. Each half of the study (576 parameter sets) 
fixes these 25 values with one exception where one of the 
25 values is changed for 192 parameter sets. Thus, it is 
noted that the cell-wise Mahalanobis distances remain 
fairly fixed in this study. Also-if values were chosen 
for these cell-wise Mahalanobis distances, then the speci
fying of values for the mean vectors and the covariance 
matrix would be unnecessary. However, in order to lend a 
more meaningful and intuitive setting to the study, values 
are given to the mean vectors and the covariance matrix 
which induce values for the cell-wise Mahalanobls distances. 
The prior probabilities and the costs are observed to ' . 
possess a duality in terms of producing varying effects . 
on the results. Thus, one of these may have fixed values 
while the other is allowed to vary somewhat. Accordingly, 
the prior probabilities are fixed at a value of .5 and the 
costs, C(l|2) and C(2|I) are allowed to vary. In order to
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obtain a suitable range of cell-wise error rates, thus 
implying a suitable range for the cell-wise expected loss 
and overall expected loss, the cell probabilities are chosen 
to vary in a systematic fashion from parameter set to 
parameter set. Thus, while the fixing of so many parameters 
might suggest the study is narrowly defined, it is essen
tial to note that the wide variability in the cell pro
babilities induces a suitable range of values for the 
expressions of interest. The various ranges are discussed 
following a presentation of the parameter values.

Table I lists the values specified for all parameters 
in the 1,152 parameter sets and tabulates the number of 
parameter sets. Part I of Table I lists the values fixed 
throughout the study. The 1,152 parameter sets may be 
conveniently divided into six classes of 192 sets in a 
class. Each class has the covariance matrix 2 and the 
costs fixed, as well as fixed prior probabilities. Part II 
of Table I provides the fixed parameter values for each 
class. Next, within a class the varying cell probabilities 
determine the 192 different sets. Part III of Table I 
lists the values of the cell probabilities which vary in 
each class and the number of parameter sets obtainable by 
rearranging the cell probabilities values. For example.
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TABLE I

I. Parameters Fixed Throughout the Study
A. Prior Probabilities

Si = I2 = .5
B. Mean Vectors

Cells(m) 
Population(i)

L 2 3 4

I 2 I 2 I 2 I 2

I 4 6 8 12 4 4 0

2 3 2 7 S 10 6 12

6 9 4 5 0 9 5 9
7 2 2 4 8 4 7 4
8 4 5 9 3 9 0 8

II. Parameters Fixed For a Class

Class I 2 3 4 5 6

: ■ ' £ ZM H CU Si S3 £4 ~3
C (l| 2) I I I I I I
C (211) I I 2 I I 2

Number of 
Parameter Sets 192 192 192 192 192 192 Total = 1,152
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Table I (continued)

where

”13 0 0 0 0
. ^ • —

13 0 0 0 0
O 14 O 0 0 0 48 0 0 0

Itrrl 0 0 16 0 0 
0 0 0 14 0

0 0 16 0 0 
0 0 0 14 0

0 0 0 0 12L— . mM 0 0 0 0 12mm
13 ' -7 10-2 5 CUIOHĈIon

iH

-7 14-10 5 -4 -7 ■ 48 -10 5 -

Ilon
N

i 10-10 16 -3 6 
-2 5 -3 14 -5

54 = 10 -10 16 -3 
-2  5 -3 14 -

_5 -4 6 - 5  12 5 -4 6 - 5 1

III. Parameters That Vary in Each Class

Cell Probabilities
Cells

Subclasses

I 2 3 4 Number of 
Parameter Sets

I .30 .30 .20 .20 36

2 .35 .35 .15 .15 36

3 .40 .40 .10 .10 36

4 .45 .45 .05 .05 36

5 .70 .10 .10 .10 16

6 .85 .05 .05 .05 16

7 • 91 .03 .03 .03 16

Total
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row I has four values —  .30, .30, .20, .20. There are 
6 (=(g)) combinations or distinct arrangements of these 
values among the four cells. Since there are two popula
tions, this results in 36 (=6x6) separate patterns among 
the four cells. The seven rows in Part III of Table I 
thus form . seven subclasses of parameter sets in each 
of the six classes. Hence the consideration of all possi
ble combinations of the various cell probabilities' values 
constitutes the "symmetry" of the study.

The values provided for the parameters as given in
2Table I enable the cell-wise Mahalanobis distances, D ,J

and (j=l,2,...,5;m=l,2,3,4), to range overall from 
approximately I to 45; and the cell-wise error rates —
PJlI2), Pm(2 Il)* Pm(l|2)j, an* Pm (Sll)j (j=l,2,...,5; 
m=l,2,3,4) —  to range overall from approximately 0 to I. 
The range of the expected losses, EL and EL(GE(j)) 
(j=l,2,...,5), over the entire study is from .01 to .30.
Of course, for a fixed parameter set or cell, most of 
these ranges are much smaller. A typical cell in a para
meter set might have a range of 7, from 5 to 12, for the 
Mahalanobis distances; however, the range for the cell-wise 
error rates may still be large if and p2m differ sig
nificantly. Typical values for the expected losses for a
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given parameter set have a range of .0%, say from .09 
to .l6.

A FORTRAN IV program was written to do the calcula
tions. All runs for the 1,152 parameter sets were executed 
on the Zerox Sigma 7 computer at Montana' State University 
using double precision arithmetic. The cell-wise error 
rates were calculated using the normal integral as given by 
B. E. Cooper in Algorithm AS2 [10], and are accurate to 
16 significant figures.

Table 2 provides the results for the six classes of 
each technique’s performance relative to finding an OGE

A 4as well as the overall percentages when OGEd = OGE 
(j=l,2,3,4). With some parameter sets, the OGE^ may result 
in an EL(OGE^) which is only slightly larger than EL(OGE).

A 1 ,Thus, a technique j with OGEd t OGE may still perform 
quite favorably if the variable eliminated by technique j, 
OGE^, has an expected loss quite close to the expected 
loss of the optimal GE(J). Table 3 presents the results 
of each technique’s performance where technique J has 
either OCffî  = OGE or OGEj" ^ OGE but EL(OGE^) ^  EL(OGE)
+ .005. Table 4 is similar to Table 3 except that 
instead of an allowance of .005, the value .010 is used.



Number of Parameter Sets Where Technique j has OGE^ = OGE
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TABLE 2

Class I
Technique 1 2  3 4

I 0 26 36 36
2 4 27 33 32
3 16 30 24 28

Subclasses 4 26 28 22 28
5 8 13 12 12
6 12 l4 9 10
7 12 14 10 10

Total 78 152 146 156

Class 4
Technique 1 2  3 4

I 0 0 36 36
2 0 3 36 35
3 6 12 30 35

Subclasses 4 VOon-d"ono\r—IO 1—I

5 3 7 14 8
6 7 9 12 11
7 8 10 13 12

Total 34 60 175 173

Technique
Percentage. Correct

Class 2 Class 3
1 2 ■ 3 4
0 27 36 36
7 25 29 28
13 20 23 26
21 19 21 25
8 12 11 11
9 12 7 11
10 11 9 11

170 171 92 98 68 126 136 148

Class 5 Class 6

111 l6l 24 4l 40 64 170 170

I 2 3 ^ 4
.43 .64 .65 .68

1 2  3 4
31 36 0 0 
22 35 I I 
18 30 4 8 
18 26 12 15
7 13 2 6
8 11 I 5 
7 10 4 6

1 2  3 . 4
™0 0 36' 36 
0 2 36 35
6 12 31 33 
14 22 30 32 
3 7 14 9
6 9 12 11
11 12 11 i4
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TABLE 3

Number of Parameter Sets Where Technique j Has 
EL(OGE^) ^ EL(OGE) + .005

Class I Class 2
Technique I 2 3 4

I 12 36 36 36
2 22 36 36 36
3 33 36 35 36

Subclasses 4 36 36 33 33
5 15 16 15 16
6 16 16 16 16
7 16 16 16 16

Total 150 192 187 189

Class 4
Technique 1 2  3 4

I 0 0 36 36
2 9 12 36 36
3 9 15 36 36

Subclasses 4 28 35 36 36
5 10 14 16 16
6 12 14 15 16
7 16 16 15 16

Total 84 106 190 192

Class 3
I 2 3 4 I 2 3 4
36 36 10 i4 9 . 3& 36 36
36 36 21 25 18 31 36 35
36 36 25 25 24 29 30 32
30 34 33 35 34 32 31 34
15 16 14 14 l4 16 15 15
16 16 16 16 16 15 16 15
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16

185 190 135 135 I■31 171 180 183

Class 5 Class 6
I 2 3 4 I 2 3 4
31 36 6 d 0 0 36 36
23 36 10 10 5 7 36 35
23 35 12 16 11 17 36 36
25 34 24 30 23 29 34 36
8 14 9 12 10 14 16 16
15 16 9 12 13 14 15 16
15 16 15 16 l4 14 15 16

140 187 85 102 Tb 95 1W8 191

Technique
Capture Percentage .66 .82 .84 .87
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TABLE 4

Number of Parameter Sets Where Technique j Has 
EL(OGEj) £ EL(OGE) + .010

Class 3
Technique

Subclasses 4

182 192 191 192Total

Class 4 Class 6Class 5
Technique

Subclasses 4

129 149 192 192 163 192 163 173Total 105 121 191 192

Technique
Capture Percentage

I 2 3 4 '

bo ru • 97 .96



The work with the allowance values of .005 and .010 
could be extended with additional tables in order to 
determine the allowance value necessary to achieve a 100$ 
capture within the expected loss of the OGE plus the 
allowance value. The allowance values necessary to obtain 
the objective of 100$ capture are .042, .040, .030, and 
.015 for technique I through technique 4, respectively.
For example, if technique I is used, then for all 1,152 
parameter sets the expression, EL(0 G E < EL(OGE) + .042, 
is valid; furthermore, no allowance value less than .042 
permits the expression to be true in all cases.

The search for the technique which best locates an 
OGE is now considered, based on the study. The results of 
the study Indicate that technique I performs poorly com
pared to technique 2 in each of the six classes in all 
• three tables. In addition, technique I has the largest 
allowance value for 100$ capture. Therefore, this tech
nique may be removed from the search for the best technique. 
Focusing attention on technique 3 and technique 4, it is 
observed that they produce broadly similar results in the 
six classes of each of the three tables with technique 4 . 
slightly ahead or even in 17 of the 18 classes. Also, the 
allowance value for 100$ capture is only .015 for technique
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4 compared to .030 for technique 3. Hence, technique 3 is 
not the best technique, and the choice is really between 
technique 2 and technique 4. Although technique 4 has the 
higher percentage of success in Tables 2, 3, and 4, a look 
at the classes within any table must be undertaken since 
this is where the ”symmetry11 of the study exists. In 
Table 2, the results for the two techniques are similar in 
Class I, but technique 2 is favored in Classes 2 and 5 
while technique 4 is much better than technique 2 in 
Classes 3, 4 and 6 . With the .005 margin of Table 3, the 
techniques' results are now similar in Classes I and 3; 
but again technique 2 outperforms technique 4 considerably 
in Classes 2 and 5 while the opposite results occur in 
Classes 4 and 6. For the allowance value of .010 in Table 
4, a similarity in results is found in Classes I, 2, and 3. 
Technique 4 demonstrates a definite superiority in Classes 
4 and 6 . Only Class 5 reveals that technique 2 does better 
than technique 4; however, technique 4 does perform well in 
this class, too; and gives better results than technique 2 
in classes 4 and 6. Also, the allowance value for 100$ 
capture in the study is only .015 for technique 4 as com
pared to a value of .040 for technique 2. Thus, the 
technique among the four proposed methods which appears to
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be best able to locate an OGE Is technique 4. This con
clusion is based on the results of the study which reveal 
that technique 4 has the highest percentage of success 
both with and without allowance values, performs well in 
all classes, and has the lowest allowance value for 100$ 
capture.

The optimal global elimination process of a continuous 
variable with parameters known is thus achieved by using 
an exact method or employing technique 4 as an approxima
tion to finding the OGE. Furthermore, while technique 4 
requires much less computation the algorithms for either 
method are straightforward and tractable since Lemma 2.2 
is available for global elimination.

Extensions to More Than One Continuous Variable

The global elimination process is easily modified to 
handle the elimination of more than one continuous 
variable globally. The cell-wise error rates, cell-wise 
expected loss, overall error rates, and overall expected 
loss associated with the global elimination of more than

Ione continuous variable are obtained after successive 
Iterations of Lemma 2.2 to obtain the cell-wise Mahalanobis 
distances. Finding the optimal global elimination by an
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exact method or technique 4 is also straightforward. Note, 
however, that instead of p different global elimination 
processes to contend with, there are now (^) processes to 
consider where d is the number of continuous variables to 
be eliminated globally.
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CHAPTER IV
CELL-WISE AND GLOBAL ELIMINATION OF A CONTINUOUS VARIABLE:

PARAMETERS UNKNOWN

Preliminary Considerations

In most applications, the parameter values are not 
Known. In practice, the information from sampling each 
population must be used to provide estimates of the 
unknown parameters. Therefore, the theory of previous 
chapters, by providing an insight into elimination of a 
continuous variable under optimum conditions when the 
parameters are known, now serves as the foundation for the 
study of elimination with parameters unknown.

One example of this situation is found in the area of 
operations research. An airplane engine which has logged 
500hours is inspected and is either removed and sold (not 
capable of another 500 hours) or is considered worthy of 
operating satisfactorily another 500 hours (ir̂  and Tr2) •
The classification to one of these two populations is based 
on a set of engine measurements. Information regarding 
and ir2 is provided from measurements on previous airplane 
engines and membership in the appropriate population is 
determined either by the results from a retained engine or 
by the outcomes experienced by new owners of removed



engines. Other examples of classification with parameters 
estimated which occur in medical research are reported by 
Krzanowski [26, Ch. 7].

The most common method for classification with para
meters unknown is to replace the parameters with estimates, 
usually of the maximum likelihood type. The appropriate 
classification rule is then applied with estimates instead 
of parameters, in the same manner as with the case of known 
parameters. See, for example, Anderson [3, Sec. 6.5]. This 
method results in the need to distinguish different types 
of error rates. When the parameters are known and the 
allocation rule is the best in the sense that its use 
minimizes the expected loss, optlmum error rates, which 
were studied in previous chapters, are encountered. For a 
fixed pair of samples from Tr1 and Tr2 with parameters 
unknown, use of the estimated classification rule yields 
the actual error rates, also known as the conditional error 
rates given the samples, which are functions of both the 
unknown parameters and the fixed sample estimates. Replac
ing the unknown parameters by putting their estimates into 
these functions yields the apparent error rates. If one 
takes the expectation of the actual error rates over the 
space of the estimates, then one obtains the expected
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error-rates. These types of error rates are treated by 
Hills [22] In situations involving exclusively continuous 
variables or exclusively discrete variables. Sorum also 
distinguishes the various error rates in [38]. Geisser [l8 ] 
investigates the estimation of index and true error rates —  
his nomenclature for actual and optimum error rates, 
respectively —  by a Bayesian approach based on assuming a 
prior density for the parameters of two multivariate nor
mal populations. Linhart [30] and Hills [23] study the 
apparent error rates associated with discrete variables. 
John [23] and Okamoto [34] discuss the distribution of 
various error rates, obtaining asymptotic approximations 
of expected error rates for multivariate normal situations. 
Lachenbruch [28] and Lachenbruch and Mickey [29] treat the 
estimation of error rates while Krzanowski [27,28] uses 
Lachenbruch1s method of estimating actual and expected 
error rates for various applications involving mixed- 
variate data.

Estimation of Parameters of the Location Model

For mixed-variate data described by the location model 
of (2.1), the (best) classification rule for allocating
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an observation = (x* to tt̂  or Tr2 when the parameters 
are known is given by Theorems 2.1 and. 2.2 for non
elimination and elimination, respectively. If the para
meters are unknown, then the estimated classification 
rules are formed by taking the classification rules of 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 and replacing the parameters by their 
estimates. A comprehensive study of the estimation of 
these parameters is undertaken by Krzanowski [26, Ch. 6] 
and a summary of the main results is now given.

In using the estimated classification rules, zm will 
be fixed since x' is known. However, the parameters

îjra), 2, plm and P2m (m=l,2,...,k) must be estimated. 
If there are no empty cells formed from the pair of samples, 
estimation of these parameters is quite straightforward.
Let n. be the number of observations in cell m of r4 im ^ I
(1=1,2; m=l,2,...,k) with n± = Z m=1 nl m (i=l,2). Let 
r̂jra) and %jra) denote the Jth continuous observation vector 
in cell m of the sample from TT1 and the mean vector of 
continuous variables in cell m of T1 (1=1,2; m=l,2,...,k; 
J=l,2,...,n1 ). Then, the maximum likelihood estimates 
for non-elimination are the following:
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(4.1) JA^ = Kim) (1=1,2; m=l,2,...,k)

k nIm
A2

(H1-Hl2-Ek) &  A  A  I = S 1-Zl-1X z S 1-Zi-lI'

pim r—  (1=1,2; m=l,2,...,k). 
nI

In the case where there Is elimination of a continuous 
variable , the maximum likelihood estimates of and
2 . are obtained by removing variable y from consideration 
and proceeding with the above procedures in (4.1) for 
and %, respectively. This is equivalent to forming 
and Zg by removing those estimates pertaining to y^ from

and Z, respectively. Note that the maximum likelihood 
estimates for plm are the same for both non-elimination and 
elimination of a continuous variable. Hence, the estimated 
classification rules are obtained by replacing the para
meters in the classification rules in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 
by the maximum likelihood estimates.

The above method may not always provide estimates for 
some of the parameters. Wherever there are empty cells 
(l.e., nlm=0)/ estimates are unobtainable. In addition, if 
the nim are small, the corresponding estimates may be 
unreliable, see Krzanowski [27]. An approximation has been



devised by Krzanowski [26, Ch. 6 ] to handle this situation. 
His solution is to treat the estimation problem in two 
parts; first, selecting from among two competing regression- 
type models the most reasonable model to estimate the 
parameters p^m associated with the binary variables and; 
second, fitting a linear additive model to the mean continu
ous vectors to estimate the parameters and 2 .

The parameters associated with the binary variables 
may be estimated from the Bahadur model (see [4]) or by 
using a log linear model (see [5,6,14]). Since negative 
estimates and excessive computation may result from the 
Bahadur model, Krzanowski focused attention on the log 
linear model. In this model, the observed n^m in cell m 
from Tr̂  is assumed to be an observation of a variable with 
mean T^m satisfying the expression

l0g1Hm = ^ j=i aImj6J*
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The a^mj are known coefficients whereas the Gj are unknown 
constants, easily estimated by maximum likelihood estima
tion, equal to the main effects and interactions of the 
binary variables. For example, fitting a second-order 
model retains only those Gj associated with the main effects 
and first-order interactions. A full, or saturated, model
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*

produces 1 3 = nlm; and, in most situations, an 7 th-order 
model may be found for which ^ 0. Estimates of the

rsj Aparameters p are then provided by p̂, ̂
Next, the parameters  ̂ and 2 associated with the 

continuous variables are estimated by utilization of a 
linear additive model written as

V  q
<4-3> Hi = -Xi + I  > 1  %j,i*j +Z} < 1 B.jk,ixdxk

+ 2 - 2  2 
j < k < 0 % . j k o , i ^ % ^ 12...qXlX2V**Xq

where is the unconditional mean vector in and the
^jk I etc* are unknown constant main effects of 

each binary variable and the interactions between the 
binary variables of all orders up to q. The conditional 
mean vector in cell m of population Tri is obtained by
inserting into the RHS of (4.3) the values of the binary 
variables associated with cell m. Krzanowski [26, p. 103] 
proposes the same order of fit for the linear additive 
model relating to the continuous variables and for the log 
linear model associated with the binary variables. Maximum 
likelihood estimates of and 2 using the chosen 7th-
order linear additive model are straightforward following 
the methods of multivariate regression which are provided
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by Anderson [3, Ch. 8]. In the situation where a continuous 
variable yg (cell-wise or global) is to be eliminated, the 
maximum likelihood estimates of and Z are obtained
either by using the multivariate regression methods for the 
remaining p-1 continuous variables with continuous variable 
yg removed or more simply by merely removing those para
meter estimates corresponding to y^ in and 2, thus
obtaining the maximum likelihood estimates and Z^ .
This equivalence may be easily verified by considering (4.2) 
and (4.3) of Krzanowski [27]. Thus it has been demonstrated 
by Krzanowski [26, Ch . 6] that estimates are obtainable for 
the parameters of the location model. In addition, 
when a variable has been eliminated, the maximum likelihood 
estimates for the associated set of remaining parameters 
assumes the same values as they did with non-elimination 
regardless of which system (straightforward with no empty 
cells or based on the models) is used to obtain the 

estimates. Thus, the estimated classification rules for 
non-elimination and elimination are easily obtained by 
inserting the maximum likelihood estimates in place of the 
parameters in the classification rules of Theorem 2.1 and 
2.2, respectively.



The Various Error Rates Induced "by the 
Estimated Classification Rules

When the parameters are known for the location model, 
determining the effects on the cell-wise error rates from 
elimination and locating an optimal elimination process 
relies on knowledge of the optimum error rates, both overall 
and cell-wise. With the parameters unknown, an estimated 
classification rule must be used. Therefore, it is neces
sary to find either available error rates or reliable 
estimates of the error rates associated with the estimated 
classification rule in order to work with the various 
aspects of continuous variable elimination. Unfortunately, 
as discussed earlier in the chapter, an estimated classifi
cation rule induces several different types of error rates. 
The available types to consider are expected, actual, and 
apparent error rates. One of these, or an estimate of it, 
must be chosen as the relevant type of error rates to be 
used.

Consider first the expected error rates, which will be 
functions solely of the unknown parameters and, hence, may 
only be estimated in the present situation. Krzanowski 
[26, Ch. 5] calculated the expected error rates theoret-. 
ically for the case of a single binary variable and a
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single continuous variable. He found that attempts to cal
culate this type of error rate to be prohibitive both 
theoretically and computationally for the multivariate case 
of mixed-variable data. Despite this, crude analytical 
estimates are available based on the asymptotic expressions 
given by John [25]. In addition, several empirical 
approaches are available (see, for example, [22]) to esti
mate the expected error rates. However, Sorum [38] suggests 
that estimators of the expected error rates tend to 
simultaneously estimate the optimum error rates which are 
not relevant in the case of unknown parameters.

Consider next the actual and apparent error rates. In 
practice, the investigator is often interested in how well 
a particular estimated classification rule will perform 
on future observations since this rule is what is of 
interest. Thus, the investigator is more likely interested 
in the actual error rates, or suitable estimates for them, 
than in other types of error rates. The expressions for 
the actual error rates are straightforward, derived by 
Krzanowski [26, Ch. 7], and are now presented for the case 
of non-elimination. Analagous results hold for the situ
ation involving elimination of a continuous variable.
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Suppose that estimates have been obtained for the 
parameters of the location model. That is, j l , 2, 

and P2m are available for the estimated classification 
rule. The rule is to classify an observation w 1 = ( x ' ) 
to Tr1 if I + 2  = m and Lm >_ log (fm), and
otherwise to ir2; where
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(4.4) L1

and

(4.5) 2 _ |p2mC(1 2̂)q2l 
m V ^ C S l i J q 1T *

Recall, from (2.1), that
(Z I ^m=I, zv=0, v^m=I,2,.. .,k) ~ N(ia.(m)2) in T1 (1=1,2). 
Therefore, for the given estimated classification rule, the 
expected value of Lm in Tri is given by

(4.6) |

- 1  <ai0 )^ o)
AThe variance of Lm in ^i is obtained from Theorem 2.4.4. of 

Anderson [3, p. 25]. Accordingly,

(4.7) Var[Lm | T1] ) T h  I 1 U -(m)- ^ m)) (1=1,2).
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Now y'Z2“^ ) is normally distributed by Theorem
2.4.4 of Anderson [3, p. 25] and thus Ljq has a normal 
distribution with mean given by (4.6) for Tr1 and variance 
given in (4.7) for both Tr1 and Tr̂ . Therefore, given the 
initial samples, the actual cell-wise error rates induced 
by the estimated classification rule of (4.4) in cell m are:

where <$>(x) is the cumulative standard normal distribution 
function. Thus the overall actual error rates for the 
given estimated allocation rule are as follows:

(4'8) „ , ,
Pm(2|l) = pr(Lm < log(fm) I IT1J

and
PmU l 2) = PrU m > log(fm) I T2)

(4.9) P(2|l) = E Pl I 4)
and

P(l|2) = E  m=1
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where Pm(2|I) and PmC1I2) are given in (4.8). Also, the 
actual expected loss for the given estimated classification 
rule is

rL
(4.10) EL - E m=1 (plmC(2| 1)9^(211) + P2mC(l|2)q2Pm(l|2))

with Pm(2|1) and Pm(l|2) as given in (4.8).
The derivation of the actual error rates illustrates 

that error rates of this type are functions of both the 
sample estimates and the population parameters. Thus the 
actual error rates may only be estimated when the parameters 
are unknown. If sample estimates are used to replace the 
unknown parameters, then this results in obtaining the 
apparent error rates which could be used to deal with the 
elimination considerations. Estimating the actual error 
rates in this manner is usually known as the D method 
(see, for example, [28,31,37]). However, as Lachenbruch 
and Mickey [29] point out, this estimate may be badly 
biased, providing much too favorable an impression of the 
actual error rates. Therefore, they introduced the DS 
method which partially corrects the bias in the sample 
Mahalanobis distance. Empirical methods have also been 
employed for estimating actual error rates (see [2g]). 
Lachenbruch and Mickey [29] found these methods to perform
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no better than the DS method in multivariate normal 
situations. McLachlan [31] also discovered that the DS 
method performed very favorably with multivariate normal 
populations. Lachenbruch [28] developed an empirical 
technique which Lachenbruch and Mickey [29] showed to be 
broadly superior to other empirical methods. Krzanowski 
[26, Ch. 6] used this empirical technique by Lachenbruch 
for applications with mixed-variate data. Since then, 
this method has received strong criticism from McLachlan 
[31] and Toussaint [4l], Because of this, to obtain a 
suitable estimate of the actual error rates, the DS method 
has been chosen as the appropriate type of error rule to 
be employed in the continuous variable elimination tech
niques. A description of the method follows.

The estimation of the actual error.rates can be con
sidered in two parts. First, all unknown parameters are 
replaced by their respective sample estimates. As a con
sequence, expressions will reduce to

the sample cell-wise
Mahalanobis distance. Second, Dm is replaced by

D , where it is assumed that

(



Thus the estimates of the actual cell-wise error
rates based on the DS method are as follows:

and

{

/O(P) Dm 

-log(fm) - I C(p)Dj

}

' ' A p ) =srD„ }
/N Agwhere f is given in (4.5), Dfll is the sample cell-wise

nl+n?"P_3Mahalanobis distance, C(p) = ■■■ ■ +n , and 0(x) is the 
cumulative standard normal distribution function. The 
estimated actual overall error rates based on the DS method 
are:

(4.10) P(2 U) = E m = I  P l m V 2 W
and

Pt1'2) = E ^ 1 S2mIm(Us)
A Awith Pm(2|I) and Pm(l|2) given in (4.9). The estimated 

actual cell-wise expected loss is

(4.H) Pimc(2I1)̂ lPmt2I1) + B2mC(1I2)I2Pmt1I2)
with Pm(2|I) and Pm(l|2) from (4.9). Finally, the estimated
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actual overall expected loss Is

(4-12) EL - Z m = I  (Plmc(2 Il)cI A ( 2 Il) + P2m=(1 I2) ^ m ( I I 2)I

where Pm(211) and Pm(l|2) are obtained in (4.9).
Consider the case of cell-wise elimination which 

encompasses global elimination for determination of error 
rates. The estimated actual cell-wise error rates based on 
the DS method are the following:

(4.13) Pm(2U)ep(m) • {
l P s A ) 4 c(P-l)cm . e D W

and
Pm^^^ep(m) = 0 f

vZc(P-I)^mjeP(Hi)
1„ / . X CX 2

'I

-l°G(fm)-zC(P-l)Dm,ep(m)l
vZc(p-i)^tn,ep(m)

where Dm>ep m̂) - (&i,ep(m)~&2Jep(m))'&ep(m)(&l^lp(m)
"U^ep(m))5 ls the sample cell-wise Mahalanobis distance
based on p-1 continuous variables with yep^mj omitted, and

Iv-1 (m)

C(P-I)
nl+n2-(p-l)-3

n-L+ng-k Thus the estimated actual overall

error rates are

(4.14) P(2I1)EP - I nmi  Pim^m(2l1)ep(m)
and

P(1I2)EP = Z ra=i Pgm^m(1Is)ep(m)
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with Pm(2| l)ep(m) and P„(H2)ep(m) given in (4.13). The 
estimated actual cell-wise expected loss with an gj? is

( 4 . 1 5 )  ^ i mc ( 2l 1 ) cl i pm( 2 l 1 ) ep(m) +  l2 ) q2^m(1 l 2 )ep(m)

where Pm(2U)ep(m) and Pm (H2)ep(m) are obtained in (4.13). 
Hence, the estimated actual expected loss using an EP is

(4.16) EL(EP) = Z ^ 1 ( P ^ O t P I D q ^ l l ) ^ ^ )

t e £mC(l|2)q2Pm(l|2)ep(m))
Awith Pm(2|l)ep(m) and Pm(l|2)ep(m) given in (4.13). T)ie 

above expressions now make it possible to investigate the 
elimination of continuous variables using the estimated 
classification rules.

Cell-wise Elimination With the Estimated Classification Rule

Based on the estimated actual error rates (cell-wise 
and overall), attention is now focused on considering cell- 
wise elimination when the parameters are estimated. Most 
results are similar to the case of parameters known.

Lets'1 = (-Ylj) (l,J=l,2,...,p) and a;1 = ( ^ )  
(i,j=l,2,...,1-1,1+1,...,p), where E and Eg are the 
matrices which estimate 2 and , respectively. From
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Lemma 2.2 and assuming £ is a positive definite matrix, it
follows that the estimated cell-wise Mahalanobis distance 
in cell m after removing continuous variable is

Thus, finding the estimated cell-wise Mahalanobis distances 
for an EP is identical to the situation where the parameters 
are known.

The comparison of an EP to an EP* in terms of their 
estimated actual cell-wise error rates is now studied. The 
results are provided in Theorem 4.1, which is similar to 
Theorem 2.6 with only minor adjustments.

Theorem 4.1: If (1=1,2) is given by (2.13) for
both EP and EP*, then using estimated classification rules 
for the EP and EP* (obtained by replacing the parameters by 
estimates in the optimal classification rule of Theorem 
2.2), the results of comparing estimated actual cell-wise 
error rates, based on the DS method, comprise a trivial

(4.17)

where

and



situation and a non-trivial situation consisting of three 
cases. Letting ? ^ ep(m) < ^ , ep,(n) without loss of 
generality, where ^   ̂ is given in (4.17)> the results are:

^m,ep(m) “ ^m,ep*(m) 

then Pm(2 I1) ep(In) = 1)ep*(m)
and pIn̂ 1 l2)ep(m) = Pm^1l2)ep*(m)

11*■ If ^m,ep(m) < ^m,ep*(m) and
Case I. If loS(fm) > (=) ^c(P“1)Dm>ep(m)Din,ep*( ra)

then Pm (2 I1)ep m̂) <(<) ^m(2 l1)ep*(m) 
and Pm(ll2)ep(m)>(^) Pm(^l2)ep*(m)' 

Case II. If -|C(P-1)£m,ep(m)6m.ep«(m)ii
C log(fm) < |c(P-l)Dm)ep(m)Vep*(m) 
then Pm(2 I1)ep(Qi) < ^m 2̂ l 1)ep*(m) 
and Pm(ll2)ep(m) < pDî 112)ep*(m)

Case III. If log(?m) <(=) -|c(p-l)D%ep(m^ jep,(m) 
then Pm (2|l)ep(m)> H  Pm(2|l)ep.(m)

and pHî 112)ep(m) <(<) Pm(l|2)ep*(m)

Proof: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.4.
Instead of the expressions from (2.15) in Theorem 2.4,
those from (4.9) are used. The results of (2.20) are
replaced by (4.17) and f is for $ everywhere in thein nî •
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proof of Theorem 2.4. The proof of Theorem 4.1 is then 
immediate. This concludes the proof.

Thus, using the estimated classification rule, a 
comparison of the estimated actual cell-wise error rates 
for an EP and EP* is very much like the comparison using 
the optimal classification rule and optimal cell-wise error 
rates. If an Ef* is to be compared to non-elimination, 
then Theorem 4.1 may be utilized by considering non
elimination to be the case where ^  ep(m) = 0 (m=l;2,...,k) 
and replacing C(p-l) by yc(p)C(p-l).

The search for an optimal EP for the case of parameters
/Nunknown is now considered. For this situation, let OEP, 

an optimal EP for the case of an estimated classification 
rule with the DS method, be an EP such that 
EL(OEP) = min EL(EP) where EL(^fj) is given in (4.16). A

/xuseful lemma in the search for an OEP is now provided.

Lemma 4.1: If ir̂  (1=1,2) is given by (2.1) or by
(2.13), depending on non-elimination or an EP, respectively, 
then using the estimated classification rules (formed by 
replacing the parameters by estimates in the optimal 
classification rules of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2) yields an 
estimated actual cell-wise expected loss in each cell m



t3
>

which is a decreasing function of the square root of the 
estimated cell-wise Mahalanobls distance whenever and 
2m are simultaneously non-zero.
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Proof: Since the form of the estimated actual cell-
wise expected loss is similar for non-elimination and an gj5, 
only the expression for the case of non-elimination is used 
in the proof. Let

G(V̂ C(PTf)m) = PimC(211^qAnt211) + P2mC(2 12)
be the estimated actual cell-wise expected loss in cell m 
from (4.11). To obtain the result it is sufficient to
show that G1 (/C(FTDm) = d(G(V^P)^m) <r o. Lemma 2.1 and

r dfim

its proof imply that d(o( )

d(/ST pTdJ
if Plm and P2m

are non zero. Using the chain rule for derivatives, it 
follows that

(4.18)
a(O (Z cTpTSb)) d (o (yg fp7D j) d(JTTTpjSm) 

<i(Bj d( J cTpJ Dm) d (D j

a(Q( J cTpTdJ )
d( J cTpJ Sm) /C (P )  •
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d(G(/CfpyS ))

Since y/CfpJ > 0, -------*■------ < 0 and the result
■ d̂ m

follows. This concludes the proof.
Using Lemma 4.1, the method for obtaining an OEP is

provided in the following theorem.

Theorem 4.2: If tt̂  (1=1,2) is given by (2.13) and if
the estimated classification rule (obtained by replacing 
the parameters by estimates in the optimal classification 
rule of Theorem 2.2) is used, then an OEP is that EP with 
component values oep(m), where oep(m) is such that
?m,oep(m) = m^n (#m,j) (m=l,2,...,k). .

Proof: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.5,
using Lemma 4.1 instead of Lemma 2.1, (4.17) instead of
(2.2°), Instead of 6 ^ ep(m), EL(Ef) instead of
EL(EP), and OEP instead of OEP. This completes the proof. 

Thus, the situation of cell-wise elimination of a
continuous variable, with the population parameters unknown, 
is treated in essentially the same manner as with known 
parameters. In addition, the extension to more than one 
continuous variable is also similar to the case of para
meters known. Hence, the ease of calculating cell-wise
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Mahalanobis distances and determining the OEPi given in 
previous chapters for the case with parameters known, also 
applies to the present situation.

Global Elimination With the Estimated Classification Rule

Having studied cell-wise elimination with parameters 
unknown in the previous section, it is natural to consider 
the situation of global elimination of a continuous vari
able. Therefore, the aspects of this type of elimination 
are considered when the estimated actual error rates (cell- 
wise and overall) are used based on the DS method. As may 
be expected, there is complete similarity between this 
situation and global elimination with parameters known.

Since a GE(J) may be considered to be an EP, the 
previous sections of this chapter provide the methods for 
obtaining the estimated classification rule, as well as 
the estimated actual error rates, cell-wise from (4.13) and
overall from (4.14). The estimated actual expected loss

%

may be obtained from (4.16) and written as
Ic

(4.19) EL(GE(J)) = E m=1 [PlmC(SIl)Pm(SIl)j

+ pSmc^1 l2)q2PmUI s)j )•



Now consider the search for an optimal GE(J). Let
OGE be a GE(J) such that EL(OGE) = min EL(GE(l)) with

i
AEL(GE(l)) given in (4.19)• As with parameters known, the

Asearch for an OGE may be divided into two parts —  first, 
ways to obtain an OGE exactly; and second, proposed methods 
which approximate an OGE. .

There are two ways for determining the OGE exactly.
AThe first method requires calculation of EL(GE(J))

(J=l,2,..,,p) and then the selection of an OGE as a GE(J)
whose estimated actual expected loss is equal to
min EL(GE(l)). The second method relates to establishing 
&
a dominance and admissibility criterion. Chapter III 
provides the details for this method when the parameters 
are known. For the present situation, let a GE(J) dominate

A AGE(l) if Dffl j Djq ^ for all cells m (m=l,2,...,k) and if 
Dm j > Dm  ̂ in at least one cell m. Then admissibility and 
Inadmissibility are defined as in Chapter III. Analogous 
results to Lemma 3*1 (use Lemma 4.1 in the proof instead of 
Lemma 2.1) and Theorem 3*1 follow immediately for the case

Aof parameters unknown. Hence, to find an OGE, the set of 
admissible GE(J) are located, EL(GE(j)) is computed for 
each GE(J) in this set, and the OGE selected is the GE(J) 
with smallest EL(GE(J)). Therefore, only minor adjustments
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(i.e., place "AM in places where appropriate) are necessary 
to convert to the case of parameters unknown. Accordingly, 
discussion and comments in Chapter III regarding the two 
exact ways are valid here.

AThe second part in the search for an OGE deals with
methods which locate an OGE approximately. As with the
situation of parameters known, four techniques are now
proposed and each is simply the sample version counterpart
of the respective technique given in Chapter III. That is,

2 2the terms plm, p2m, Dffl, Dm j, and EL are replaced by their 
estimates p^, p2m, C(p)lf, C(p-1)D^, and EL 
(m=l,2,...,k; j=l,2,...,p), respectively. Denote OGE^ as 
the estimated OGE chosen by sample technique j (j=l,2,3,4).

Since the sample techniques are closely related to 
the techniques with parameters known, it is of interest to 
determine if the performance of the sample techniques is 
comparable to the techniques of Chapter III on the 1,152 
parameter sets. In order to accomplish this, consider the 
parameter sets to be estimate sets. Thus, in Table I it is 
assumed that the parameters and pim (1=1,2;
m=l,2,...,k; j=l,2,...,p), and the parameters of the 
covariance matrices are now estimates for those parameters. 
In addition, values must be specified for C(p) and C(p-l)



since EL of (4.11) and EL(GE(J)) of (4.14) must be calculated. 
Inspection of the data sets used by Krzanowski [26, Ch. 7] 
indicates a possible value of + n2 = 200, so with p=5,

c(5) = ̂ lo'o-i'3 = -969 and c(4) = = •974-
Tables 5j 6, 7 provide the results of each sample

Atechnique's performance in searching for an OGE with 
allowance values (as discussed in Chapter III) of 0, .005, 
and .010, respectively. Comparing these tables to Tables 
2, 3, 4 indicates a very close resemblance between the 
respective pairs of tables. Furthermore the allowance" 
values necessary to obtain 100$ capture of an OGE are .043, 
.040, .031, and .016 for sample technique I through sample 
technique 4, respectively. These values also compare 
quite closely to the allowance values for the techniques 
with parameters known. Thus the sample techniques' per
formance on the 1,152 estimate sets is virtually identical 
to the known parameter techniques' results. Hence, the 
conclusion that technique 4 is best suited to locate an OGE 
now implies that sample technique 4 should be used .to find 
an OGE.

Global elimination involving sample estimates is 
therefore handled in a fashion analogous to the procedure 
for known parameters. Furthermore, this type of elimination
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TABLE 5
Number of Data Sets Where Technique j Has^ .

OGEj = OGE
Class I

93

Technique I 'd . .. j 4
I I 30 36 36
2 5 28 31 30
3 16 30 24 2E

Subclasses 4 23 28 22 28
5 8 13 11 11
6 12 14 9 io

' 7 10 12 10 10
Total 75 155 143 153

Class 4
Technique I 2 3 4

I 0 0 36 36
2 0 3 36 35
3 ToChOJCOiHD-

Subclasses 4 12 21 32 34
5 3 7 14 8
6 7 9 12 11
7 8 10 13 12

Total 37 63 172 170

Class 2 Class 3
I 2 3 4 1 2  3 4
36 36 6 9 0 27 36 36
36 36 11 15 7 25 29 28
29 32 22 22 13 20 23 26
27 31 25 23 21 19 21 24
15" 14 10 10 8 12 12 11
14 12 10 9 9 12 7 11
13 10 10 q 10 11 q 11
170 171 94 97 68 126 137 147

Class 5 Class 6
1 2  3 4 1 2  3 4
31 36 0 0 0 0 36 36
22 35 I 1 0 2 36 35
18 30 5 11 7 13 29 34
18 26 12 15 l4 22 30 32
7 13 2 6 3 7 14 9
8 11 1 5 6 9 12 11
8 11 2 4 LI 12 11 14

112 162 23 42 4l 65 168 ITT

I 2 3 4
.44 .64 .64 .68

Technique
Percentage Correct
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TABLE 6

Number of Data Sets Where Technique J Has 
EL(OGEj) ^  EL(OGE) + .005 <

Technique

Subclasses 4

150 192 185 188 187 192 134 143 133 172 182 183Total

Class 4 Class 5 Class 6
Technique

1
2

Subclasses 4
5
6
7

Total

0
9
13
28
10
12
16

0
12
19
35
14
14
16

36
36
36
36
16
15
15

36
36
36
36
16
16
16

31
23
23
27
8

15
15

36
36
35
36 
14 
16 
16

5
10
12
16
9
9

13

5
10
18
22
12
12
16

0
7
11
23
10
13
14

0
9
17
29
14
14
14

36
36
36
34
15
-15
15

36
36
36
36
16
16
16

88 H O  190 192 142 189 74 95 78 97 187 192

Technique
Percentage Correct

—I  I 2 3 4
.681 .Al .83 .86



TABLE 7
95

Number of Data Sets Where Technique j Has 
EL(OGE^) < EL(OGE) + .010
Class I Class 2 Class 3

Technique

Subclasses 4

183 192 191 192 191 192 186 190Total 171 191 189 192

Class 4 Class 5 Class 6
Technique

Subclasses 4

131 149 192 192 162 192 159 171Total 107 123 190 192

I 2 3 4
,.82 ^ o m .96 .98

Technique
Percentage Correct



is extended to the case of eliminating more than one varia
ble in the same manner as with parameters known by 
successive iterations.
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An Application

This set of data is taken from Chang and Afifi [7] and 
consists of three laboratory variables —  two continuous 
and one binary -- which were recorded on 43 patients who 
had attempted suicide by ingesting overdoses of barbituates. 
The patients are to be classified as survivors (ir̂ ) or 
nonsurvivors (tt̂ ) . The binary variable is type of drug 
which takes on values x=0 (short acting) and x=l (long 
acting). The continuous variables are systolic blood pressure 
(SP) and stroke work (SW). The number of patients in the two 
cells for each of the two populations is given by:

. Population 

Tr1(Survived) Tr2 (Died)
I(x=0:short acting)

Cell (m)
2(x=l:long acting)

' ^ 1 = 32 Hg « 11
\

Therefore, the maximum likelihood estimates of the cell .
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probabilities, Pim> from (4.1)

l(x=0:short acting)
Cell m

2(X=Ijlong acting)

are:

Population
. Tr1(Survived) Tr2(Died)
P11 = .8750 P21 = .4545

P12 = .1250 P22 = .5454

Letting ^ SWv , the remaining sample estimates.

as follows:
(i=l,2; m=l,2) and 2, obtained by Chang and Afifi are

Cells (m) 1 2
Population (I) 7rI 7rP 7rI T2

127.071 82.000 101.000 96.667

. 4 V 69.000 39.874 59.041 39.236

and
A2

312 280 
943 568

.9431

.442J

The other 'parameters, namely the prior probabilities and 
the costs, are assumed to be equal by Chang and Afifi.

The calculations associated with non-elimination and 
elimination of a continuous variable are summarized in
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Table 8. The sample estimates of the error rates (cell- 
wise and overall) given in the table are the estimated 
actual error rates using the DS method with C(p) = .

The theorems, lemma, and other results obtained 
earlier in this chapter are now applied to this set of 
data. Application of Theorem 4.1, which deals with the 
comparison of non-elimination and elimination processes 
in terms of estimated actual cell-wise error rates, is the 
starting point of this analysis. For each of the two cells 
associated with this set of data three comparisons may be 
made. They are as follows: (I) the elimination of y^
compared to the elimination of y2; (2) non-elimination 
compared to the elimination of y^; and (3) non-elimination 
compared to the elimination of y^.

First consider cell I. For comparison (I),
?1,2 < log(f1) = -.655, and TjC(I) D1 1b1 2̂ = 1.482
using the values in Table 8. Thus it is observed that 
case H  of result II of Theorem 4.1 is applicable. Hence 
this theorem implies that P1(2|l)2 < P1(2|l)1 and
A. A,P1(l|2)2 < P1(2|l)1, which is confirmed by the values in 
Table 8. With, respect to comparison (2), recall that non- 
elimination is considered to be . = 0, so ^1 < ^1 ,
Iogjf1) = -.655, and ^ V/C(2)C(1) D1D1^1 = 2.947 using
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TABLE 8

The Estimates

Cell (m) I 2

6: 6.390

VOCO

C i 4.815 .156

C a .221 .789

C i 1.575 .690

C s 6.169 .057
loS(Jm) -.655 1.473

Jm(211) .0686 .8889
Pm(112) .1716 .0176

Pm(2|l)l . 1257 .9212

V 1'2)l .4694 .0131

Pm(2I1)2 .0692 I
Pm(1I2)2 .1734 O

estimated actual Z*non-elimination .0690 .0603
cell-wise / eliminated .1617 .0611

expected loss I y2 eliminated .0697 .0625

Sample Techniques (j) I 2 3 4

=1 1.215 CO-d"-d" .525 .220
3:918 .681 .560 CMVOCO

OGE^ GE(2) GE(2) GE(2) GE(2)
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values in Table 8. Therefore case II of result II is again 
applicable and implies that P^(2|I) < P^(2|1)^ and 
P1(l|2) < P1(I^)1 as may be verified from Table 8. For 
comparison (3), again consider non-elimination to be case 
of = 0 so ^  log(f^) = .655 and
^ vZC(P)C(I) D1D1 2̂ = 1.489. Thus case II of result II of 
Theorem 4.1 again applies. Therefore P^(2|I) < P1(Pjl)2 
and P1(IJP) < P1(l|P)2 as is consistent with the values of 
Table 8.

Attention is now focused on cell 2 for the comparisons. 
For comparison (I), ?! I < ^P 2» = 1*473, and

C(I) D2 1Dg ^ = *094. Therefore case I of result II of 
Theorem 4.1 is applicable and implies that
P2(Pjl)1 < P2(Pjl)2 and P2(IjP)1 > P2(IjP)^, as seen to be 
consistent with Table 8. With comparison (2), non
elimination is associated with . = 0, so ,,
Iog(J2) = 1.473, and !/C(P)C(I) D2D2 1 = .358. Again it 
is observed that case I of result II applies and yields 
Pg(^Jl) < ^)l and pg(l|2) > P2(IJ2)1 which is in
agreement with Table 8. For comparison (3), again non
elimination corresponds to $2  ̂ = 0, so ^2 . < V'g g 
log(f2) = 1.473 and !/C(P)C(I) D2D2jl = .103. Therefore
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case I of result II Implies that Pg(Sll) < P2 (Ils)2 and 
P2 (IlS) < P2 (IlS)2 .

The preceding application of Theorem 4.1 to the data' 
indicates that in cell I the estimated actual cell-wise 
error rates increase if either continuous variable is 
eliminated. In cell S it is seen that when a continuous 
variable is eliminated one estimated actual cell-wise 
error rate increases and the other decreases.

Consider next the application of Lemma 4.1. Although 
the estimated actual cell-wise error rates may increase 
or decrease in a cell when a continuous variable is 
eliminated as indicated above (i.e., they are not 
decreasing functions of the sample cell-wise Mahalanobis 
distances), the estimated actual cell-wise expected loss 
(involving cell-wise error rates) associated with the 
elimination of a continuous variable is a decreasing func
tion of the sample cell-wise Mahalanobis distance as 
implied by Lemma 4.1. Therefore in cell I it follows that 
the elimination of y2 is associated with a smaller value 
of the estimated actual cell-wise expected loss than is 
the elimination of y^, since 2 > 1. In cell 2 the
reverse is true since D2 I ̂  D2 2*

\

*
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Proceeding to Theorem 4.2, an optimal cell-wise 

elimination process is sought. Since 2 ~ m -̂nC 1*^1 2̂
Ag Ap 5 # 5and '^21 = mining 2J an optimal cell-wise elimination

process (the only one) is observed to be OEP' = (2 I) with 
EL(OEP) = .0697 + .06ll = .1308 using the values in Table 8. 
Note that although only one continuous variable is measured 
instead of two continuous variables (i.e., y2 is eliminated 
if cell I occurs and y^ is eliminated if cell 2 occurs) the
A A
EL(OEP) is only a slightly larger value than the estimated

Aactual overall expected loss EL = .0690 + .0603 = .1293 
from non-elimination.

Consider now the case of global elimination and the 
search for an OGE. There are two possible approaches: use
an exact method or proposed techniques. The exact method 
locates the set of admissable GE(J)5 computes EL(GE(J)) for 
each GE(J) in this set, and selects as an 06e the GE(J)

/Nwith smallest EL(GE(J)). As indicated by the values in 
Table 8 for j (m=l,2; J=l,2), the set of admissable 
GE(J) is seen to be the collection^of all GE(J) —  GE(I) 
and GE(2) —  since GE(I) does not dominate GE(2), and GE(2) 
does not dominate GE(I). Thus, the method of finding an
A AOGE exactly requires calculation of EL(GE(1)) = .1617 
+ .0611 = .2228 and EL(GE(2)) = .0697 + .0625 = .1322.
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Hence this method yields an estimated optimal global 
elimination process (the only one) which is OGE = GE(2).
Note again that although a continuous variable has been 
eliminated, namely yg, the estimated actual overall

A Aexpected loss EL(OGE) is only slightly larger than that for 
non-elimination.

The second approach to finding an estimated optimal 
global elimination process involves the four proposed 
sample techniques which approximately locate an OGE. To

A A 4determine an estimated OGE by technique j, namely OGEu,
(for y1) and (for y2) as provided earlier in this 

chapter and in Chapter III are calculated (j=l,2,3,4).
A 4Then an OGEu is that continuous variable y^ associated with 

= max{ C^,C^}. The final section of Table 8 provides 
the values for and C2 (J=l,2,3,4). As observed in this 
section of Table 8, each technique determines the OGE 
exactly. Thus these four sample techniques, whose per
formances were studied earlier in this chapter with 
artificial data, performed quite well with this application.



CHAPTER 5 
SUMMARY

The problem of classification and discrimination when 
data consists of both binary and continuous variables was 
examined by Krzanowski in 1974. His work provided a 
unified treatment of classification in this area based on 
the location model. This model associates a unique pattern 
of the. binary variables with a multinomial cell and assumes 
a conditional multivariate normal distribution in each 
cell for the continuous variables.

Before preceding with the treatment of such mixed- 
variate data, though, it may be desirable to eliminate some 
of the continuous variables, especially if the cost of 
obtaining measurements from these variables is high or if 
some of these variables do not help discriminate between 
the two populations. This thesis examines two types of 
elimination: cell-wise elimination of continuous variables
and global elimination of continuous variables over all 
cells.

Cell-wise elimination processes, represented by vec
tors and denoted EP1s, are investigated in Chapter II and 
a method is presented for finding an EP, called an OEP, 
with minimum expected loss amongst the set of all EP1s.
In Chapter III the global elimination processes, denoted



by GE(J)1Sj are examined and two methods are presented for 
locating a GE(J), called an OGE, with minimum expected loss 
amongst the collection of all GE(J)1S. The first method 
determines an OGE exactly but may require substantial com
putation. The second method involves four proposed tech
niques which are computationally simple, but each technique 
only estimates an OGE. A study is undertaken to assess 
which technique best selects an OGE. In the case of 
parameters unknown, various estimation problems are encoun
tered with the classification of mixed-variable data. These 
are discussed in Chapter IV and an estimated OEP and esti
mated OGE are obtained.

The possibility of extending elimination processes to 
the case of more than two populations or to mixed elimina
tion processes of both binary and continuous variables is 
open to further study.
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